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Tiivistelmä – Referat – Abstract 
 
Pro gradu -tutkielmassani tutkin kolmea tulevaisuuteen sijoittuvaa romaania: Margaret Atwoodin teosta The Year 
of the Flood (suom. Herran tarhurit), Dave Eggersin teosta The Circle, ja Gary Shteyngartin teosta Super Sad True 
Love Story. Esitän, että vaikka teoksilla on selkeitä yhtäläisyyksiä dystopiagenren klassikoihin kuten Aldous 
Huxleyn Brave New World (suom. Uusi uljas maailma), Geroge Orwellin Nineteen Eighty-Four (suom. Vuonna 
1984) ja Jevgeni Zamjatinin Мы (suom. Me), teokset myös eroavat näistä ratkaisevalla tavalla. Siksi ehdotan 
tutkimieni teosten lähestymistä korporatokraattisina dystopioina (corporatocratic dystopia). 
 
Jäljitän tutkimistani teoksista dystopiakirjallisuuden geneerisiä piirteitä muun muassa Erica Gottliebin (2001) 
luonnehdintojen avulla. Toinen olennainen kirjallisuudentutkimuksen käsite tutkielmassani on satiiri, jonka 
analysoinnissa hyödynnän Dustin H. Griffinin (1994) näkemyksiä satiirista leikkisänä ja kyseenalaistavana 
tyylilajina. Dystopioille keskeistä on käsitys varoituksesta: kertomuksen sisäistekijä liioittelee ja pilkkaa 
varoittaakseen aikalaislukijaa siitä, että tämänkin todellisuus luisuu pian kohti dystopiaa ellei muutosta tapahdu.  
 
Ratkaiseva ero käsittelemieni teosten ja Gottliebin luonnehdintojen välillä liittyy teosten tapaan kuvata tyranniaa. 
Perinteisesti dystopiat korostavat valtion tai poliittisen puolueen suorittamaa ylivaltaa. Tutkimissani teoksissa 
yhteiskunnassa tapahtunut negatiivinen kehitys liittyy voimakkaasti suuriyritysten vallan lisääntymiseen poliittisten 
vallanpitäjien kustannuksella, eli korporatokratian syntymiseen. Lähestyn kysymystä vallasta Antonio Gramscin 
(1975/1992) teorian avulla. Gramsci määrittelee vallalle kaksi ulottuvuutta: hegemonian (hegemony) ja 
dominanssin (dominance). Tutkielmassani argumentoin, että toisin kuin perinteisissä dystopioissa, joissa tyrannisen 
vallan keskeinen ilmentymä on väkivaltaan perustuva dominanssi, käsittelemissäni teoksissa suuryritysten ylivalta 
perustuu ennen kaikkea suostumukseen perustuvalle hegemonialle.  
 
Tutkimissani teoksissa korporaatiot uusintavat ja ylläpitävät ylivaltaansa ruokkimalla kulutuskulttuuria ja 
medioitumista. Näiden kehityskulkujen tarkastellussa hyödynnän Jürgen Habermasin (1962/1989) näkemyksiä 
medioitumisesta sekä muiden muassa Jean Baudrillardin (1970/1998 ja 1981/1994) ja Joseph D. Rumbon (2002) 
havaintoja kulutusyhteiskunnasta. Kulutuskulttuurin vaikutukset kantavat teoksissa myös yksityiselämään, ja 
kysymykset vartalosta, sukupuolesta ja seksuaalisuudesta nousevat tutkielmassani keskeisiksi. Näiden lisäksi 
korporatokratia tuntuu teoksissa uhkaavan ihmisten välistä yhteenkuuluvuutta sekä vieraannuttavan ihmiset 
luonnosta ja uskonnosta. Hyödynnän näiden ilmiöiden analyysissä muiden muassa Baudrillardin ajatuksia 
vartalosta kulutuskulttuurissa sekä Luce Irigarayn (1985) luonnehdintoja patriarkaatista ja naisesta kauppatavarana.  
 
Tutkimukseni keskeinen tulos on havainto siitä, että teosten henkilöhahmot eivät ole vain tyrannian samaistuttavia 
uhreja tai ylivaltaa haastavia sankareita, vaan ovat yhteiskunnan jäseninä osallisia korporatokratian kehittymiseen. 
Esitän, että teoksista esiin piirtyvä varoitus johtaa lopulta suoraan teosten henkilöhahmojen käyttäytymiseen, 
asenteisiin ja ideologioihin, ja  lopulta ihmisluonteeseen. Siten teosten sisäistekijät kannustavat henkilöhahmojensa 
kautta lukijaa tarkastelemaan kriittisesti myös omaa toimintaansa osana yhteiskuntaa.   
 
Tiivistelmä – Referat – Abstract 
 
In my master’s thesis (pro gradu) I analyze three novels that are set in the future: The Year of the Flood by 
Margaret Atwood, The Circle by Dave Eggers, and Super Sad True Love Story by Gary Shteyngart. I suggest that 
while the novels share a great deal of tropes with such dystopian classics as Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, 
Geroge Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Yevgeni Zamyatin’s Мы (trans. We), they also differ from these 
novels to a significant degree. For this reason, I suggest approaching them as corporatocratic dystopias.  
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In the analysis of generic dystopian characteristics in the novels, I refer to Erica Gottlieb’s (2001) notions of 
dystopian fiction. Another important literary concept in my study is satire, in the analysis of which I refer to Dustin 
H. Griffin’s (1994) views on satire as a playful and questioning genre. Central for all dystopias is the notion of a 
dystopian waning: the implied author of a dystopia exaggerates and ridicules in order to warn a contemporaneous 
reader against dystopian developments that take place in the reader’s own reality. 
 
The elementary difference between the three novels I analyze and Gottlieb’s characterizations concerns the novels’ 
description of tyranny. Traditionally, dystopias depict the supremacy of a state or a political party. In the novels I 
investigate in my thesis, the negative developments that take place in society are closely linked to the fact that 
corporations have gained power at the cost of political rulers, i.e. to the birth of a corporatocracy. I approach the 
question of power with the help of Antonio Gramsci’s (1975/1992) two dimensions of power: hegemony and 
dominance. I argue that unlike earlier dystopias, in which tyranny manifests itself in coercive deeds of dominance, 
the kind of corporatocracy the three novels depict functions to a great extent through hegemony, which is based on 
consent. 
 
In the three novels, corporations renew and uphold their power by maintaining excessive consumerism and 
mediatisation in society. In the analysis of these developments, I turn to Jürgen Habermas’ (1962/1989) views on 
mediatisation, and to Jean Baudrillard’s (1970/1998 and 1981/1994) and Joseph D. Rumbo’s (2002) conceptions on 
consumer society. The effects of consumerism penetrate also the private sphere in the novels, and thus questions 
about the body, sex, gender and sexuality are central to my thesis. Additionally, the novels seem to suggest that 
corporatocracy threatens reciprocity and togetherness between people, and alienates them from nature and from 
religion. I approach these themes with the help of Baudrillard’s theorisations on the body in consumer culture and 
Luce Irigaray’s (1985) discussions on patriarchy and women as commodities. 
 
The central outcome of my study is that the characters in the novels do not merely appear as identifiable victims of 
corporatocracy, or as fearless heroes who challenge the tyranny. Rather, as members of their fictional societies, the 
characters also contribute to the establishment of corporatocracy. I suggest that the dystopian warning all three 
novels eventually communicate leads directly to the behaviour, norms and ideologies of the characters, and finally, 
to human nature. Thus, through their characters, the implied authors of these novels encourage their readers to 
critically assess also their own roles as members of society. 
 
Avainsanat – Nyckelord – Keywords 
Dystopia, satire, corporatocracy, corporatocratic dystopia, consumer culture, hegemony, hegemonic discourse, 
commodification, mediatisation, gender, sexuality, pornification, Margaret Atwood, Gary Shteyngart, Dave Eggers. 
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1. Intorduction 

 

Novelists have a better track record than economists in foretelling the future. 

(Rodik 2011) 

 

If one agrees with economist Dani Rodik’s suggestion that novelists can foretell the 

future, that future is bound to be a grim one. Dystopia has been a veritable trend of 

the beginning of the 21st century, visible on television and cinema as well as on 

bookstores’ bestseller shelves. Dystopias typically imagine grim, diseased societies – 

dystopia, derived from Greek, literally signifies a “bad place”. As an explanation to 

the current popularity of this mid-20th literary century genre, scholars, critics and 

commentators draw a causal link to topical social, economic and environmental 

problems. Particularly regarding young adult fiction, many argue the young live in 

exceedingly uncertain times and “crave stories of broken futures because they 

themselves are uneasily aware that their worlds are falling apart” (Donston-Miller, 

2014; Bacigalupi, 2010).1 Indeed, contemporary dystopias and post-apocalyptic 

stories seem strikingly unanimous in the developments that threaten the current way 

of life: ecological havoc, global inequality and economic downfall are recurrent 

motifs in contemporary fiction.  

 Though some of these commentaries feature tones of parental worry 

towards youth anxieties, noting that dystopias arise from their surrounding social 

tendencies is justifiable. M. Keith Booker joins a body of literary scholars in 

suggesting that the genre emerged, in the first place, from the ruins of two world 

wars, the Holocaust, and the failure of socialism (2013, vii). He further suggest that 

the genre thrives again in the 21st century due to “increasing lack of confidence that 

governments can deal with our mounting social, economic, and environmental 

problems, or that heartless corporations can be prevented from colonizing every 

aspect of daily life in the new century” (ibid). Indeed, dystopias do not merely 

imagine undesirable futures, but exaggerate current tendencies in order to warn 

readers of their possibly ruinous outcomes (Booker 2013, vii; Gottlieb 2001, 14–15; 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1Bacigalupi’s comment was posted on The New York Time’s website under the series “Room for 
Debate”, in which authors and cultural commentator speculate the popularity of YA dystopias and its 
grounds. 
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Vieira 2010, 16–17). In order to understand a work of fiction as a dystopia, a reader 

should view the depicted society as considerably worse than the one she inhabits, but 

also be able to detect the ways in which the imagined setting serves to critique 

contemporary social tendencies (Booker 2013, 5–6).  

 If we accept this notion – that dystopias are, in the words of Michael D. 

Gordin, Helen Tilley, and Gyan Prakash (2010, 1) “histories of the present”– some 

questions arise that deserve further analysis. The most interesting of these questions 

is, of course, why now? What kind current tendencies inspire these arrays of dark 

imaginings, what are the readers being warned against? What is the future like that 

these novels predict? Furthermore, as commentary of an existing society is so 

elemental for dystopias, it is important to also ask what sort of relationship the 21st 

century dystopias have with the predecessors of the genre. Theories of dystopia are 

often founded in the commentary of such pioneering works as Aldous Huxley’s 

Brave New World (1931), George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), and 

Yevgeni Zamyatin’s We (Мы, 1921). As society today is considerably different from 

the one Huxley, Orwell and Zamyatin inhabited, it is reasonable to assume that in the 

analysis of contemporary dystopias, new theoretical angles to dystopia will emerge. 

 In this thesis, I look for answers to these questions in three North-

American novels that have all received acclaim for the timeliness of their scenarios: 

The Year of the Flood (2009) by Margaret Atwood, Super Sad True Love Story 

(2010) by Gary Shteyngart, and The Circle (2013) by Dave Eggers.2  

 

1.1 Starting point: dystopia, corporatocracy, and consumer society 

!
Atwood, Eggers and Shtenygart have all received notable critical acclaim. Of the 

three authors, Atwood’s (born 1939) career has been by far the longest, and her work 

has attracted the most critical attention – her work has been appreciated for instance 

by feminist literary scholars for what Reingard M. Nischik calls her “shrewed and 

level-headed gender consciousness” (2009, x). Oryx and Crake (2003), the prequel 

to Year, was short-listed for numerous awards, and Atwood’s name appears 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2From now on, I will refer to the novels in short as Year (Y), Circle (C), and Super (S). When used in 
the text with the definite article and without italics, ‘the Circle’ refers to the company presented in the 
novel Circle. 
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repeatedly on bettor’s listings for possible Nobel Prize laureates.3 Super won the 

Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse Prize for comic literature in 2011, and Shteyngart’s 

(born 1975) other works The Russian Debutant’s Handbook (2002) and Absurdistan 

(2006) have received numerous awards. Circle has received the most ambiguous 

critiques of the bunch, and it is fair to say the novel does not to belong Eggers’ (born 

1970) most successful works. Most commentators point out the timeliness of the 

Circle’s scenario as a particular merit of the novel, but also criticize Eggers’ 

axiomatic satire and accuse him of being unrealistically pessimistic in his fiction.4 

Eggers’ other works have received significant critical acclaim, and his first book, a 

memoir named A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius (2000), was a finalist 

for the Pulitzer Prize for General Non-Fiction.  

 My choice of novels was motivated first by their striking similarities. 

Each of the three novels depicts a power shift from the political sphere to the 

economic. In the novels, social change that leads into dystopia is, in one way or 

another, initiated by changes in the power relationships between public and private 

actors. Circle depicts a fictitious, powerful media company named Circle that rises 

from a social media company to a corporate monopoly and a democratic threat. The 

protagonist, Mae, lands a job at the Circle and, during the novel, develops into an 

unquestioning spokeswoman and a media mascot for the company. In Super, United 

States has lost its political and economic supremacy to the financially superior 

China, resulting in social rearrangements that relocate power from political to 

economic elites. Approximately half of the novel consists of the diary entries of a 

middle-aged Russian-Jewish second-generation immigrant, Lenny. The other half, in 

the shape of electronic messages, belongs to the Korean-American Eunice, who is a 

fragile beauty in her twenties and the object of Lenny’s adoration. Year depicts life 

after a super virus, developed by a scientist called Crake, has erased most of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3Year is the second part of a trilogy, Oryx and Crake (O) is the first and Maddaddam (M) the final 
part. Year is the only one of the three novels that is written through only female focalization, and I 
thus saw it as the most representative work of the trilogy from the point of view of my research. The 
themes I analyze, however, do occur throughout the trilogy. I will point out sections in the other two 
novels that I have judged to offer additional examples of or alternate standpoints to the aspects of my 
analysis. 
4See e.g. Atwood 2013b, Ullmann 2013. In The Guardian, Edward Docx praises Circle as “the most 
on-the-money satirical commentary on the early internet age” (2013). On Wired, Graeme McMillan 
writes: “In his desire to create a world where The Circle rules all, Eggers creates so many extremely 
unlikely or outright impossible scenarios that happen simply because he needs them to happen. As 
they stack up through the course of the book, it gets harder and harder to take it seriously even as 
satire until finally it becomes outright fantasy, with only a tenuous connection to reality as we know 
it” (2013). 
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humanity in a “Waterless Flood”. The plotline follows the struggles of two women, 

Toby and Ren, who are sharing the near-desolate planet with a handful of other 

survivors and a new post-human race developed by Crake, called the Crakers. A 

large part of the novel, however, consists of flashbacks to a time before the disaster.5 

That society shows very similar – if more extreme – tendencies to the ones depicted 

in Circle and Super: the techno-economic syndicate has taken over political power, 

resulting in ecological disaster, extinction of plant and animal species, droughts, 

floods, pollution and diseases, and the erosion of human rights.  

 There is an evident consensus between the novels in what sort of 

developments are deemed harmful, and the effects these developments have on 

people, humanity and the planet as a whole. What is more, the novels appear to 

depict a very similar phenomenon in its different stages: Atwood’s society is the 

most distinct from the reader’s own, Shteyngart’s scenario comes slightly closer, and 

Egger’s work appears very timely. In a comparative analysis, the parallels are almost 

uncanny – the reader could well imagine the developments presented in Circle to 

gradually proceed to a scenario like the one presented in Super, which in turn 

occasionally depicts developments that, with only a little conjuring, could turn into 

the full-blown mayhem depicted in Year. As the congruencies are this plentiful, the 

thematic differences between the novels also become a point of interest, offering 

different angles to what is eventually the same problem.  

 Literary critics have brought up similar notions with regard to each of 

the novels. Rodik as much as mentions Shteyngart in his introduction to an essay 

titled “The Future of Economic Convergence”, noting that his fiction “seems to 

resonate well with the collective mood” after the global financial crisis (3). For Ron 

Charles (2010), Super “follows today’s most ominous trend lines”, and for Michiko 

Kakutani (2010), “extrapolates every toxic development already at large in America 

to farcical extremes”. Michael Spiegel (2010) calls the world of Oryx and Crake 

post-national or neomedieval, “reflecting the increasingly decentralized power of a 

weakened nation-state unable to guard against neo-liberal exploitation by 

transnational corporations”. Atwood discusses these aspects in Circle: “[The Circle] 

is partly a novel of ideas (--) about the social construction and deconstruction of 

privacy, and about the increasing corporate ownership of privacy, and about the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5Although the time before the apocalypse is in the narrative past in the novel, I refer to occurrences 
and tendencies on this time plane in the present tense for the sake of clarity. 
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effects such ownership may have on the nature of Western democracy” (2013b). J. 

Brooks Bouson chooses to label the society in Year as futuristic, corporation-

controlled, and Americanized: “In the Year, Atwood shows us (--) that the ‘virus’ of 

Americanism – that is, the American culture of violence and corporatization and 

commodification and unbridled consumption – has gone global” (2011, 15).  

 In the aforementioned quote, Brooks Bouson uses the term 

corporatization to describe the developments in Year, but in fact, the concept suits 

well to grasp a key motif in all three novels. The term corporatocracy is defined by 

Oxford Dictionaries in short as “a society or system that is controlled by 

corporations” (retrieved February 16, 2015). The connotation of the term, for most 

social commentators, is pejorative, signifying the opposite of democracy. Perkins 

depicts corporatocracy as a collective formed by “the global empire, corporations, 

banks, and governments” which has given birth to “a global culture [that] is a 

monstrous machine that requires exponentially increasing amounts of fuel and 

maintenance” (2004, xii–xiii). In a similar vein, Jeffrey Sachs defines corporatocracy 

as “a political system in which powerful corporate interest groups dominate the 

policy agenda” (2011, 105).  

Corporatocracy is the central concept in my analysis of the novels’ 

dystopian elements. The use of the concept opens up particularly interesting 

opportunities for analysis due to its topicality, especially in the context of the U.S. In 

the short quotes about each novel discussed above, it is already quite evident that the 

corporatocratic developments depicted in each novel – though arguably topical for 

most of the Western world – are popularly seen as characteristic for the United 

States. Both Perkins and Sachs, for instance, discuss corporatocracy solely in the 

American context, and Brooks Bouson (2011, 15) even uses the term synonymically 

to Americanism.6 The term seems to have emerged foremost in commentaries in, and 

about, the United States in particular. Several American commentators, furthermore, 

bring up the term in the discussion regarding the global financial crisis of 2007 to 

2009, arguing that in the aftermath of the downfall, actions were taken that limit the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6Interestingly, Bouson offers no explanation as to why the development is particularly American. This 
unexplicated assumption serves as some proof of the scope of the conviction that the power shift to 
economic elites is decidedly a condition of the U.S. All three novels I analyze in this thesis are North-
American: Eggers and Shteyngart live in the United States and Atwood is Canadian, and all three 
novels are situated in the U.S.  
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sphere of democracy.7 It does not seem coincidental that there are three novels – 

published within four years from one and from the global economic crisis – that deal 

with a similar development. 

 In order to function, corporatocracy requires a consuming public, and 

thus it is not surprising that consumption is an important theme in all three novels. I 

will use the term consumer society to understand what mechanisms corporatocracy 

uses to interpellate citizens as consumers and as subjects. A crucial aspect in the 

totalitarian order of each of the three novels is the building of a consensus: a 

hegemonic discourse that is not coerced upon individuals but negotiated, formed and 

maintained by individuals. The site in which hegemony is negotiated, according to 

Antonio Gramsci, is civil society: the media, educational institutions, associations, 

clubs, religious organizations and so on (1975/1992, Notebook 3 §48, Volume II pp. 

49–52; Buttgieg 1995, 26). In the novels, a further phenomenon that works in favour 

of corporatocracy is mediatisation: on the one hand, people in the novels have access 

to all but incessant flow of information, while on the other hand, the channels 

function more and more as either media for promotional messages, or as plain 

distractions from unpleasant social issues.  

 In the novels, questions about consumption are also, to some extent, 

questions about sex, gender, and the body. For Jean Baudrillard, in consumer 

society, “there is one object finer, more precious and more dazzling than any other (-

-) [t]hat object is the body” (1970/1998, 129). Indeed, particularly in Year and Super, 

binary notions of gender and the resulting power relationships between men and 

women play a crucial role in the consumerist consensus.8  

 The development of corporatocracy in the novels is linked to various 

harmful effects on society, individual, and the environment in such a pervasive way 

that, in want of a better term, I suggest approaching these novels as corporatocratic 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7For instance, In a Huffington Post blog post (retrieved February 16, 2015), Bruce E. Levine 
maintains, “The truth today (--) is that the United States is neither a democracy nor a republic. 
Americans are ruled by a corporatocracy: a partnership of ‘too-big-to-fail’ corporations, the extremely 
wealthy elite, and corporate-collaborator government officials.” In the Caucus, a The New York Times 
blog (retrieved February 16, 2015), Will Storey quotes a protestor of the Occupy Wall Street 
movement: “we’ve surrendered our nation to a corporatocracy”. Also Perkins’ work deals with this 
notion. 
8I am aware of the underlying heteronormative and cisnormative assumptions of all discussions 
regarding gender and sexuality conducted in this thesis. The three novels, in fact, seem virtually 
oblivious to non-binary notions of gender and sexuality. When I use the terms female, male, woman, 
and man in this thesis, I refer to these categories as cultural constructs within the fictional reality of 
the novels. !
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dystopias. The novels’ convergences with earlier dystopian tradition are plentiful, 

but I suggest that there are also various differences that encourage a new approach 

within the generic umbrella of dystopian fiction. Acknowledging the differences – 

both thematic and structural – between these new types of dystopia and their 

predecessors further allows for a more thorough understanding of what kind of 

visions of the future these novels offer their readers.  

 My analysis moves from the concrete displays of power to subtler 

mechanisms of hegemony. In chapters 2 and 3 I look at what keeps the 

corporatocratic elite in power in the novels – it, for instance, has the law on its side, 

and it controls technologies and media. In chapters 4 and 5, I discuss the shift of 

individuals from citizens to consumers, and look at the significations given to the 

body in corporatocracy. In chapter 6, I ask what creates a corporatocracy: what are 

the characteristics in our societies or us human beings that allow for the rise of the 

hegemony of the corporate elite. The answer to this question, ultimately, is the 

dystopian warning the novels make. Next, however, I will briefly discuss the novels 

with regard to traditional understandings of dystopia and satire, two central concepts 

that will follow along throughout my analysis. 

 

1.2 Year, Super, and Circle as descendants of satire and dystopia  

!
Reading Atwood, Shteyngart and Eggers as dystopian authors is not outright self-

evident. On the one hand, concerning Super and Circle, it could be argued that 

instead of a dystopian narrative set in the future, we are dealing with a hyperbolic 

allegory of the present. In fact, in an analysis of Circle, Atwood points out the novel 

reads as “a satirical utopia for our times” (2013b).  In Lyman Tower Sargent’s 

influential categorization, the novels could also fall to the category of anti-utopias 

rather than dystopias, in that they warn against the negative consequences of utopian 

projects (1994, 8–9) – though as I demonstrate in this thesis, a dialogue between 

utopian and dystopian tones is typical also for dystopian writing (see chapter 2.1). 

Year, and the entire Maddaddam trilogy, on the other hand, feature sections that 

approach a post-apocalyptic narrative; though in my reading, the time plane before 

the disaster, explaining the social developments that lead to the apocalypse, is the 

primary locus of the satire and critique the implied author aspires to convey. In spite 
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of the possibility of different approaches, in this thesis I will demonstrate that ties 

between these novels with earlier dystopian classics and the generic characteristics 

of dystopia are indisputable, and that is advantageous to regard them as works that 

widen and augment the spectre of dystopian narratives, rather than escape it.  

 All three novels share a great deal of thematic and structural tropes 

with such canonized dystopian classics as Huxley’s Brave New World, Orwell’s 

Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Zamyatin’s We. Huxley in particular is an important point 

of reference for all three novels: like Brave New World, they deal with technological 

advance, consumerism and citizenship. Furthermore, all three novels come closer to 

Brave New World and We in their depiction of totalitarianism than to the downright 

violent order of the Big Brother in Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four – these novels 

deal with oppression that is founded on normative consensus as much as on mere 

physical overpower. 

 According to Gottlieb, the aforementioned novels of Huxley, Orwell, 

and Zamyatin are three of six examples that capture the essence of Western 

dystopian fiction.9 For Gottlieb, the novels reveal a founding interconnectedness: 

“all three North American dystopias [i.e. Vonnegut’s, Bradbury’s and Atwood’s] fall 

into the tradition established by Zamiatin, Huxley, and Orwell” (2001, 112). She 

discusses several shared characteristics of dystopias: push and pull between utopian 

and dystopian perspectives; deliberate miscarriage of justice; barbaric state religion; 

destruction of individual’s private world; the protagonists’ pursuit of history; a 

narrative tone between satire and tragedy; and a two-time-plane structure (ibid., 8–

17).  

 It is evident that Gottlieb’s analysis disregards many dissimilarities 

between these novels. Raffaella Baccolini and Tom Moylan (2003), for instance, do 

not share Gottlieb’s view on one single Western dystopian tradition, but argue for an 

entire sub-genre, the critical dystopia, whose emergence they trace to the 1980’s. For 

them, critical dystopias entail a utopian undertone; a hope of a solution that suggests 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9Gottlieb’s work is structured according to the principle that the experience of the building and 
collapse of Soviet totalitarianism has specific implications for the analysis of dystopian writing in 
former Soviet Union and the satellite countries in comparison to Western dystopias. The six novels 
she uses as examples of Western dystopian fiction are Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, George 
Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, Raymond Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, Kurt Vonnegut’s Player 
Piano, Margaret Atwood’s A Handmaid’s Tale, and Yevgeny Zamiatin’s We. The latter is included in 
Western dystopian tradition rather than Eastern due to the novel’s influence on Orwell and Huxley 
and its time of publication three years after the revolution and before Stalinism. 
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that dystopia can be overcome. This sub-genre would entail neither Huxley’s Brave 

New World nor Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four, which they classify as anti-utopian 

rather than dystopian (ibid., 7). Gottlieb’s list of characteristics, however, gives me 

valuable checkpoints along this thesis: by pointing out their realization I both 

demonstrate that Year, Circle, and Super Sad indeed continue the tradition of 

Western dystopia, and argue that the novels also systematically step out of that 

tradition.  

 For both Gottlieb and Vieira, satire is an aspect of the essential 

didacticism of dystopia: the genre’s use of the didactic strategies of the satire allow 

for the novels to function as warnings (Gottlieb 2001, 14–15; Vieira 2010, 16–17). 

The notion of a dystopian warning is central for Gottlieb and Vieria (ibid.): dystopia 

exaggerates, mocks and ridicules in order to prevent similar developments from 

taking place in reality. Similarly, Year, Circle and Super employ the satiric devices 

of exaggeration, mockery and paradox to relate the absurdity of the society they 

depict. From Year’s genetic manipulation and tyrannical corporate police to Super’s 

Credit Poll’s and Circle’s child-tracking devices, many dire developments depicted 

in the novels are taken just far enough to give them a comic nuance. The sense of 

amusement, however, combines with a disconcerting feeling of familiarity: behind 

every alarming-sounding technological innovation or social rearrangement lies a 

correspondence to a development the contemporary reader can identify taking place 

in her own society. Atwood, in fact, explicates this in Acknowledgements to Year and 

Maddaddam, maintaining that these novels feature “no technologies or biobeings 

that do not already exist, are not under construction, or are not possible in theory” 

(M, 393). 

 Gottlieb takes the satiric aspect of dystopia as a given, offering little 

support for the identification of satire in dystopian fiction. For her, dystopias have a 

“satirical target”: unlike tragedy, satiric dystopia doesn’t merely want to show what 

could happen nor ask questions about what it means to be human, but delivers a 

social-political message through the satiric exaggeration of worrisome contemporary 

tendencies (Gottlieb 2001, 14–15). However, the reader of Year, Super, – and even 

Circle, arguably the most unambiguous satire of the bunch – notices that on closer 

reading, determining what actually are the “satirical targets” is not univocal. Even 

the protagonists (or their antitheses) – who, in many classical dystopian narratives, 

function as the identifiable victims of the unjust tyranny – are difficult to locate on 
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either the tyrants’ or the victims’ side. As I will demonstrate in this thesis, it is 

questionable whether these three dystopias have innocent victims at all. 

 This kind of satirical ambiguity has been considered a recurrent 

narrative technique in particularly 20th and 21st century fiction. Steve Weisenburger 

recognizes the tendency particularly in North-American fiction from the 1930’s to 

the 1980’s (1995, 1–3). In order to approach this ambiguity in the novels, I rely on 

Dustin H. Griffin’s notions of satire (1994). For him, satire is essentially a tool for 

asking questions about society and leaving them unanswered, of criticising false 

understanding while maintaining a witty and playful rhetoric (35-39; 52; 71). This 

does not imply that contemporary dystopia would not criticize; Sari Kivistö and 

Griffin both note that the ultimate purpose of satire is to find a target and attack it 

(Griffin 1994, 69–70; Kivistö 2007, 14). This, eventually, is also what dystopia is 

about: to attack, to criticize, and finally, to warn.  

 Applying Griffin’s notion of satire, however, means that the reader can 

allow the implied author to criticize and ask questions without providing clear-cut 

answers. It also implies that the readers may detect disharmonious satirical voices in 

the text without needing to regard them as aesthetic failures. Thus for Griffin, by 

“holding up to scrutiny our idealized images of ourselves”, satiric writing can even 

show that these ideals are “unattainable, even undesirable” (1994, 60). Therefore, as 

I now begin my analysis of what Circle, Super, and Year wish to warn us about, I 

bear in mind a teaching from my seminar instructor, Tiina Käkelä-Puumala, along 

the lines of Linda Hutcheon’s (1989) notion on postmodernism: it is possible for a 

work of fiction to defend a point of view, and simultaneously ironize it. 

2 Corporatocracy as control 

!
In his work Confessions of an Economic Hit Man, Perkins laments,  

 [W]e are being exploited by the economic engine that creates and 
 insatiable appetite for the world’s resources, and results in systems that 
 foster (--) a world where a few swim in riches and the majority drown 
 in poverty, pollution, and violence. (2004, xiii)  
 
In short, such is the society Year, Circle and Super all depict: the corporate elite 

takes over and precipitates society into dystopia.  
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 Dystopia is traditionally understood through its opposite, utopia. Such 

is also the etymology of the concept: utopia literally means “a good place”, derived 

from the Greek words eu, good, and topos, which means place; dystopia, contrarily 

is “a bad place”, deriving from the Greek topos and the prefix dus, which refers to 

something bad, abnormal, or diseased. This contrast of dystopia and utopia, more 

often than not, is present in dystopias – a dystopian society is, in fact, a utopia gone 

wrong, a promise by the soon-to-be hegemonic leaders of a glorious tomorrow that is 

never fulfilled (Gottlieb 2001, 10). Also for Vieira, dystopia is a “descendant of 

satirical utopia and anti-utopia” (2010, 17). In the three novels I analyse, the 

promises of the corporatocratic rule are all but utopian: a cure for death is on the 

way, laboratories create affordable new foodstuffs to feed the masses, and ultimate 

publicity abolishes corruption and renders governments redundant. 

 Dystopia’s function is to show readers the flip side of these promises. 

Carlos Eduardo Ornelas Berriel notes that utopia can be dystopian for one who does 

not share its presuppositions, and dystopia can, in fact, be a utopia for one who does 

not accept the caricature it draws of reality. When dystopia reveals the fear of 

totalitarianism, it can be seen as the mirror of utopia (Ornelas Berriel 2005, 101–

103). Gottlieb uses a similar metaphor, defined utopia and dystopia as “the mirror-

images Hamlet holds up to his mother (--) in order to make her recognize the right 

moral course she should be taking” (2001, 14). In all three novels, the mirror image 

of the science-fictional technological advance is increased control and surveillance 

of individuals, and increasing social divisions between the corporate elite and the 

masses. 

2.1 “It’s 1984, baby”  

!
In Year, the background for dystopian developments is ecological havoc. Before the 

Waterless Flood, society had needed to adapt to scarcity of food and water, fatal 

diseases and ecological disasters. Few science and technology corporations came to 

rescue, providing safe, clean living surroundings, advanced health care opportunities, 

and scientifically produced foodstuff to replace extinct treats like coffee, dairy, and 

meat.  

 On the one hand, the social reality before the apocalypse is almost 

utopian, at least on the thin surface. The aforementioned hardships have been 
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overcome and problems solved with breathtaking technological innovation, and even 

a cure against death is on its way. On the other hand, it is evident that society is a 

really a utopia for only a very exclusive elite: the increasing reliance on technology 

has made their owners – the corporations – so important and powerful that their 

interests are protected with every means necessary, more often than not at the cost of 

individual rights. The corporations even have their own policing force, the 

CorpSeCorps, who act as the “defenders of the peace, enforcers of public safety, 

keeping the streets safe” (Y, 34). In practice, however, they exist solely to protect 

their employer’s interests, their bias a public secret that is silently accepted because 

“most people felt that CorpSeCorps were better than total anarchy” (ibid.).  

 This kind of structure is very typical for dystopian fiction: Gottlieb 

argues that in dystopias, there is a clear “push and pull” between utopian and 

dystopian perspectives: dystopia begins with a utopian promise that is never 

fulfilled. In most cases, dystopias are born out of crises, to which a party or a group 

of people declare to have found a solution. This solution, nonetheless, inevitably 

turns into “a modified system of quasi-utopian ideology expressed through a limited 

number of slogans of the state religion”. In fact, according to Gottlieb, dystopia is 

rarely an unmasked dictatorship without a coherent ideology – more often than not, 

the public foundation for the power shift is a utopian promise to find a solution to a 

crisis (2001, 4; 9).   

 There is a similar tendency in all three novels: a social, economic or 

environmental crisis that justifies increasing corporate power in all realms of society. 

In Super, the crisis is economic: the United States is in fatal debt, and loosing more 

and more of its former political and economic supremacy to the financially superior 

China. In charge of the combat against America’s creditors are the “Bipartisan 

Party”, and their leader, Rubinstein. The party has conducted several reforms to 

encourage citizens to use as much of their yan-pegged dollars as possible in order to 

keep the economy from collapsing: 

 The ARA has tried a dozen different economic plans in as many 
 months. Privatization, deprivatization, savings stimulus, spending 
 stimulus, regulation, deregulation, pegged currency, floating currency, 
 controlled currency, uncontrolled currency, more tariffs, less tariffs. 
 And the result: bupkis [Yiddish for ‘nothing of value’]. (S, 180–181) 
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Official propaganda encourages consumption and keeps America’s spirits high: 

“Welcome to the new United States of America. Look out world! There’s no 

stoppin’ us now!” (S, 8). One beacon of hope is “Creative Economy”, among which 

the protagonist, Lenny, is also numbered: he works for the “Post-Human Services” 

division of a powerful corporation that is developing a treatment against aging and 

death that is exclusively available for the wealthy, or the “High Net-Worth 

Individuals” (HNWI’s) – for the “Low Net-Worth Individuals” (LNWI’s), dying is 

still an economic necessity.10  

 Already the very name of that corporation, “Staatling-Wapachung”, 

suggests a merge of the social and the economic spheres.11 Perkins depicts 

corporatocracy as a collective formed by “the global empire, corporations, banks, 

and governments” which has given birth to “a global culture [that] is a monstrous 

machine that requires exponentially increasing amounts of fuel and maintenance” 

(2004, xii–xiii).  In a similar vein, Jeffrey Sachs defines corporatocracy as “a 

political system in which powerful corporate interest groups dominate the policy 

agenda” (2011, 105). The term illustrates a development visible in all three novels: 

the threat of a crisis increases the corporations’ power to the extent that the whole of 

society is harnessed to serve their interests. Their promises might be utopian, but the 

novels show that for the majority, the reality is closer to dystopia. 

 Super gives the reader a recount of the state of affairs in the U.S. 

through the eyes of Lenny, who, at the beginning of the novel, returns back home 

after a year long work assignment in Italy and writes down his first impressions in 

his diary. On the way from the airport to the city, he sees streets governed by the 

ARA (the American Restauration Authority) – an ominous policing force in charge 

of the distribution of Bipartisan Party’s propaganda as well as the execution of its 

policies.12 Everyone wears an “äppärät”, a next-generation smart phone that contains 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10As Super abounds in allusions and references, it could well be that the abbreviation is a reference to 
Nazi-Germany’s HIWI’s (Hilfswilliger). HIWI’s were foreigners who volunteered to serve the Nazi 
regime during World War II, and thus ranked higher than other non-Arians. The fact that the first part 
of the name of the company that conducts this division between HNWI’s and LNWI’s is Staat, 
German for state, further supports this interpretation. In fact, Marleen S. Barr reads Super particularly 
as “a New York Jewish Dystopia”, and also discusses the novel as a critique of Nazism (2014, 311–
327). 
11In the company’s name, the German word Staat is combined with the suffix ‘ling’ that is used both 
as a diminutive and to indicate possession or connection with a quality.!
12 The abbreviation could be a reference to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), 
an economic stimulus package enacted 2009 to combat the social effects of the global recession in the 
U.S. The rationale of the package, according to Paul Krugman, is Keynesian: the public spending gap, 
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all personal information in small-sized portable device, readily scannable for the 

National Guard members patrolling the streets. The cityscape is decorated with 

“Credit Polls” that scan one’s “Credit Ranking” from the äppärät – a low Credit 

Ranking, it is implied, may lead to deportation. In fact, the reader is tipped off on 

how these developments should be interpreted even before Lenny has recounted 

them; Lenny, enjoying his final days in Italy, meets a compatriot, an emigrant artist, 

who drunkenly declares: “America is history. And with those fuckers in charge now, 

I’m never going back. Fucking Rubinstein. Fucking Bipartisan Party. It’s 1984, 

baby.” (S, 19).   

 In Super as well as Year, corporate tyranny is already well under way. 

In Circle, the readers are witnessing the rise of a very similar tyranny – again 

through promises that are the stuff of utopias. At the beginning of the novel, the 

Circle already controls most online services as a monopoly: “The Circle had 90 

percent of the search market. Eighty-eight percent of the free-mail market, 92 

percent of text servicing” (C, 173). Practically everyone has the Circle’s user 

account called “TruYou”, a verified online identity used for all internet-based 

services from social media channels to online purchasing and bank services.  

 As the corporate growth of the company advances, the more alluring its 

promises become. Affordable “SeeChange” cameras, whose stream is accessible 

online to everyone, are foretold to cover every inch of public space in the very near 

future. One of the three founders (who are known in the company sociolect as the 

‘Three Wise Men’) and the public spokesman, Eamon Bailey, praises their 

democratic implications: “Tyrants can no longer hide. There needs to be, and will be, 

documentation and accountability, and we need to bear witness.” (C, 67). Child-

tracking devices placed under the skin sound even more utopian: “you take all child 

abduction, rape, murder, and you reduce it by 99 percent. And the price is that the 

kids have a chip in their ankle” (C, 89). The grand mission of the company is “the 

completion” of the Circle: the incorporation of all public services from school data to 

voting registration to the Circle. The mission, finally, is no lesser than to render the 

deficient and failed democratic system futile:  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
created by the recession, is filled with public spending. Krugman deems the measures greatly 
insufficient both in terms of quantity and infrastructure; Sachs goes a step further and deems them 
“illusory (--) gimmicks that distract us from the deeper reforms needed in our society” 
(Knowledge@Wharton, 2009; Sachs 2011, 4). 
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 [The Circle] could eliminate the guesswork [in democracy]. Eliminate 
 lobbyists. Eliminate polls. It might even eliminate the Congress. If we 
 can know the will of the people at any time, without filter, without 
 misinterpretation or bastardization, wouldn’t it eliminate much of 
 Washington? (C, 391–2) 
 

 The protagonist, Mae, is thrilled to be employed at the single-most 

powerful media company in the world, and remains a trusting believer of the Circle 

ideology throughout the novel. The focalization in the novel is on Mae, but the 

narration takes place in the third person, occasionally taking the form of free indirect 

speech. This leaves room for the implied author to ironize Mae’s sayings and doings. 

The reader is hardly expected to agree with Mae’s naïveté for instance when she 

accounts for the fates of the company’s opponents: 

 [E]very time someone started shouting about the supposed monopoly 
 of the Circle, or the Circle’s unfair monetization of the personal data of 
 its users, or some other paranoid and demonstrably false claim, soon 
 enough it was revealed that that person was a criminal or deviant of the 
 highest order. One was connected to a terror network in Iran. One was 
 a buyer of child porn. (--) And it made sense. Who but a fringe 
 character would try to impede the unimpeachable improvement of the 
 world? (C, 240) 
 

Satire, explicit in this case, is exactly the tool for criticism Vieira (2010, 16–17) and 

Gottlieb (14–15) maintain: as readers, we are expected to disagree with what the 

narrator tells us, understand that Mae’s enthusiasm is unfounded, and realize that the 

flip side of the utopian dream is a dystopian tyranny that uses undemocratic 

measures to remove it’s opponents.  

 Thanks to the very univocal satiric undertone, the reader would be able 

to see where the development is headed even without the remorseful declaration of 

Ty Gospodinov, one of the founders of the Circle, on the last pages of the novel: 

“It’s a totalitarian nightmare. (--) Everyone will be tracked, cradle to grave, with no 

possibility to escape” (481).13 The irony, in fact, is doubled: the implied author 

expects the reader to back Ty’s abhorrence, but perhaps also to notice how helpless 

Ty himself is in face of the new tyrant. He is referred to in the novel as the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 In critical reception of Circle, satirical simplicity has been regarded a significant shortcoming of the 
novel. In The New York Times, Ellen Ullman slams Eggers for over-explaining and states: “The novel 
has the flavor of a comic book: light, entertaining, undemanding” (2013). Ullman’s verdict is 
seconded by Grame McMillan on Wired: “subtlety is a surprisingly rare commodity in the book (--). 
Eggers bludgeons the reader with these moments, as if he is afraid that they wouldn’t understand him 
otherwise” (2013).  
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technological genius that initiated the process that later came the Circle – yet, the 

only solution to challenge the company’s evil schemes he can muster is petition Mae 

to reveal the company’s plans to her world-wide audience. Even Ty, the reader 

notices, is not able contest the ideology that publicity can solve the world’s 

problems. 

 Despite the utopian promise, then, the completion of the Circle will 

signify the emergence of a corporate dystopia. In this context, it likely is not 

coincidental that the affectionate and kindly-seeming Circler figurehead, Eamon 

Bailey, insists on being called ‘Uncle Eamon’ by the employers; an uncle is perhaps 

a more disarming-sounding relative than a big brother, but then again, isn’t one’s 

parent’s brother in fact an even Bigger Brother? 

2.2 Corporatocracy is watching 

!
Depictions of technological advance, for Gottlieb, are typical of dystopian fiction, 

where they form a duality with the rulers’ “regressive acts of a pre-civilized, 

prehistoric mentality” (2011, 37–38). Indeed, in each novel, the elite is a group of 

actors that have increasing powers over the production of new technologies. We can 

already see that controlling technologies – such as Super’s Credit Polls, the 

CorpSeCorp’s machinery, and the Circle’s new tracking services – are a recurring 

motive that is tightly linked with the establishment and upkeep of corporatocracy. 

These technologies are used both to physically control individuals as well as to 

superintend and monitor them – confirming another generic dystopian characteristic 

pointed out by Gottlieb, namely, the ability of the tyranny to demarcate and destruct 

privacy (2011, 11). 

 The most obvious controlling mechanisms in the novels are also those 

that are described with the most unambiguous satire. When Lenny returns home, his 

first impressions insinuate to the reader the true state of affairs. The moment he steps 

out of the plane, he sees a military tank baring a sign that reads:  

 “IT IS FORBIDDEN TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE EXISTENCE OF 
 THIS VEHICLE (‘THE OBJECT’) UNTIL YOU ARE .5 MILES 
 AWAY FROM THE SECURITY PERIMETER OF JOHN F. 
 KENNEDY  INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. BY READING THIS 
 SIGH YOU HAVE DENIED EXISTENCE OF THE OBJECT AND 
 IMPLIED CONSENT.” (S, 43) 
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Super depicts, on several occasions, similar signs prohibiting citizen to acknowledge 

the object (which is always an object used in surveillance or control of the people) 

on which it is attached. In fact, these kinds of scenarios are typical for particularly 

satirical dystopias, as they often depict societies that seem logical and functional, but 

through mockery and exaggeration, are shown in the end to implement only the 

interests of a particular group of the elite (Kivistö 2007, 9; 20; 24). A similar satiric 

tone is visible in Year, in the actions of the “CorpSeCorps”, whose technological 

overpower is underlined by a new order banning the ownership of firearms from 

civilians – “in the interests of public security”, of course (Y, 24). The CorpSeCorps 

is also known to have robots that listen to telephone conversations, encourage people 

to spy on and turn in their neighbours, and scrutinize public transportation.  

 Surveillance in Super does not end with personal economy, but extends 

to all areas of existence. The äppäräti that everyone carries amass and distribute 

tremendous amounts of personal data without the individuals’ control, from personal 

information to social contacts, bank accounts to purchases. Lenny is even able to 

find out Eunice’s younger sister Sally’s LDL and HDL cholesterol numbers on his 

äppärät before having even met her. The reader finds out the implications of this 

development early on, when Lenny starts to prepare for his return to the United 

States. Before returning, Lenny needs to go to the U.S. embassy to register for the 

“Welcome Back, Pa’dner” program, an automatic interview software on which an 

otter-shaped figure asks him several questions about his time in Italy. One question 

concerns his intimate relationships with any “non-Americans” during his stay. He 

replies truthfully and gives the program his lover Fabrizia’s name. The software 

interprets his reply “some Italians” as “Somalians”, resulting in Lenny being  

“Flagged” (S, 7–10).14 This status is visible whenever he is scanned by a Credit Pole, 

which brings Lenny constant worry of arrest, and also a concern over Fabrizia’s 

safety.   

 Lenny’s inquisition demonstrates a further notion from Gottlieb, 

namely, that dystopian depictions of public exposure and novel surveillance 

technologies typically lead to the state control of even the most intimate 

relationships, family, sexuality and emotions (S, 11). The same is true for Circle and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14Why relations with Somalians is deemed harmful is never quite explicated in the novel. Official 
Bipartisan Party propaganda does encourage patriotism, and in the novel, ethnicity affects one’s status 
in society. Leaving the reader without an explanation to Lenny’s “Flagged” status is, in my reading, a 
tool for underlining a sense of unpredictability and inconsistency within the system. 
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Year. The Circle’s SeeChange cameras, for instance, do not merely cover public 

space – already in his first demonstration of the device, Eamon Bailey boasts to have 

secretly hidden such cameras in his eighty-one-year-old mother’s home:  

 I had no choice. She wouldn’t let me do it otherwise. So I snuck in, and 
 I installed cameras in every room. They’re so small she’ll never notice. 
 (--) The point is now I know she’s safe, and that gives me a sense of 
 peace of mind. (C, 68) 
 
Another example is the Circle-developed concept of “going public”. Mae becomes a 

mascot for this new way of existing, carrying a small SeeChange camera as a 

pendant, streaming every minute of her life to a world-wide audience.  

 The implied author messages the intrusiveness of these devices very 

clearly. Eamon Bailey’s demonstration of his mother’s cameras, for instance, ends 

with him accidentally parading his elderly mother wearing nothing but a towel to a 

hundred-fold Circler crowd. Moreover, the novel features two separate moments in 

which an intimate encounter between two individuals is either unintentionally or 

without both parties’ knowledge presented to a wider audience. Mae’s boyfriend at 

the Circle, Francis, secretly records their intercourse, after which his phone 

automatically saves the video on the Circle cloud and makes it readily available to 

tens of thousands of the couple’s colleagues. Upon Mae’s request to delete the video, 

Francis refuses with an implied “We don’t delete at the Circle” and a verbal reply: 

“C’mon Mae. (--) I’m not some stud. This is a rare occasion for me, to have 

something like this happen. Can’t I keep a memento of the experience?” (C, 203–

204, my emphasis). The second occurrence takes place between Mae’s parents, on 

whom Mae rushes on a surprise, with her necklace camera capturing the full view of 

their private moment. Again, as Mae wishes to delete the video, she is refused, this 

time by Eamon Bailey. “‘Mae, c’mon’, he said. ‘You know we can’t do that. What 

would transparency be if we could delete anything we felt was embarrassing in some 

way?’” (C, 369, my emphasis). The implied author clearly emphasizes the similarity 

of these two scenes with the similarity of the replies given to Mae, both of which 

attest to both technological and ideological demarcation of the realm of private life. 

 In Year, life is arranged in various corporate “Compounds”. The 

Compounds are confined districts established, maintained and, above all, supervised 

by large enterprises and inhabited only by the employees of the corporation and their 

families. The Compounds allow for the important people to live sheltered and safe 
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lives, but their walls are just as effective in keeping people in as they are in keeping 

them out. Entering a Compound is impossible without identification, but so is exiting 

one; the CorpSeCorps controls all traffic, and only opens the doors for those with a 

valid ID card and a believable excuse to leave the safety of the Compound. All 

phones in the Compound premises must be registered, and will most likely be 

tapped. Also the Compounds bring corporate control into the everyday life: the 

Compound lifestyle, for instance, is said to support traditional marriages “as a means 

for capturing your iris image, your fingerscans, and your DNA, all the better to track 

you with” (Y, 115). 

 For Spiegel, the residents of the Compounds and the areas outside 

them, called the “Pleeblands”, exist as in a medieval reality, in which various local 

groups and organizations (employer, gang, religious group) replace the nation-state 

as primary authority and source of self-identification. The Compounds, according to 

Spiegel, 

 [s]erve as the seat of power as well as a sort of exaggerated gated 
 community built by transnational corporations to seal off their upper 
 and mid-level employees from the chaos and unpredictability (and 
 profanity) of city life in the Pleeblands. (Spiegel 2010) 
 
The corporation that owns the Compound provides all the services the residents 

might need, from health care and education to groceries. Thus, the quality of life in 

each of them is subject to the market success of the corporation that owns it, and the 

employees of the most successful corporations and their families enjoy cleaner air, 

better medical care, prettier landscaping, safer neighbourhoods, and better schools. 

In short, the more important the individual to the corporatocratic hegemony, the 

better living conditions she or he enjoys. Indeed, in all novels, the control and 

surveillance technologies are also used to segregate important individuals from the 

less important.  

2.3 Social segregation 

!
Depiction of social divisions is characteristic for dystopias: the Big Brother watches 

over a society divided into an Inner Party, Outer Party, and the proletariat in 

Nineteen Eighty-Four; Brave New World depicts an elaborate cast system, in which 

each laboratory-born individual has been assigned with precise tasks as well as 

physical and intellectual properties and limitations before birth; The Benefactor and 
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his vast secret police army keep a keen eye on everyone else in We. Each novel also 

has their Others, enemies of state that threaten the order from outside the borders or 

within – Gottlieb suggests that in depictions of dystopia, the primary function of law 

is to segregate “those inside the magic circle” from those who are “thrust outside as 

enemies, demons, scapegoats” (2001, 35).  

 Each of the three novels I focus on addresses similar social 

segregation. In the novels, society fragments into competing groups, whose social 

inequality creates new tensions in the society at large, as well as between 

individuals. However, differing from the three classic dystopias analyzed by 

Gottlieb, the segregation system is not created at the whim of a single elite, but is a 

hyberbolic exaggeration of current societies. If elites are corporatocratic, the “Inner 

Party” consists, then, of the ones working for these corporations, followed by the 

best consumers. The outsiders, furthermore, are not subjected to cruel tortures, 

investigations and manipulation, but are “merely” cast outside legal systems and left 

unprotected. 

 In Year, the area around the Compounds is called the Pleeblands – an 

uncontrolled, unsupervised, unprotected no-man’s land that provides a venue for all 

sorts of shady business: organized crime, prostitution, and gang feuds. In the 

Pleeblands, the CorpSeCorps are at the top of the hierarchy, gang leaders and 

criminal bosses as the seconds-in-command. The residents are subjected to this 

“overlapping authority of a medieval entity” (Spiegel 2010), which means that the 

lives of those that do not directly benefit the CorpSeCorp’s business arrangements 

are not worth much. With illegal immigrants, for instance, the CorpSeCorps is said 

to resort to the cheapest possible method, that “used by farmers who found a 

diseased cow in the herd: shoot, shovel, and shut up” (Y, 29–30).  

 Similarly to Year, Super depicts increasing social segregation founded 

on individual wealth. In an economy on the verge of collapsing, consumption is a 

patriotic virtue: a bank employee, for instance, investigating Lenny’s “financial 

instruments”, assures him that “If you want to be patriotic, you should take out a 

loan and buy another apar’men’ as an inves’men’”, (S, 76–77). “America Celebrates 

Its Spenders!” (S, 54) read signs decorating the cityscape of the new New York in 

the wealthier parts of town, and signs with smiley faces encourage spending in 

English and Chinese. However, in the “Latino sections of Madison Street, they read 
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in English and Spanish – ‘Save it for a rainy day, Huevón’15 – with a frowning 

grasshopper in a zoot suit showing us his empty pockets” (54). Other signs, also 

directed to the “Huevóns”, encourage them to “ALWAYS Keep Your Credit 

Ranking Within Limits”, “Avoid Deportation” and inform that “The Boat is Full” (S, 

54)16. It is evident that the flip side of the hero worship of High Net Worth 

Individuals is the devaluation of the Low Net Worth Individuals.  

 Though no Compounds have been erected in Super, the reader can see 

that a division between HNWI’s and LNWI’s is already shaping public space. The 

fear of being scanned by a Credit Pole and deported due to lack of funds limits the 

LNWI’s freedom to move around the city, and most of them actively avoid 

bypassing one. At one point Lenny visits his immigrant parents and finds them 

virtually starving – the Abramovs were too afraid to go to the supermarket for fear of 

being scanned by a Credit Pole. The LNWI’s living space is further constricted by 

the fact that ascending any public transportation vehicle, not to mention travelling 

beyond the city or country borders, is impossible without bypassing a Credit Pole.  

 Super also ends in a scenario that comes quite close to what society is 

like in Year. America’s debtors run out of patience, and overthrow Rubinstein in a 

series of events the characters call “the Rupture”. From his boss, Joshie, Lenny finds 

out that at least a part of the Rupture was orchestrated by Staatling-Wapachung, to 

make way for a new order. Joshie anticipates that the IMF will divide the country 

into concessions and hand them over to “sovereign wealth funds” like Norway, 

China, and Saudi Arabia, who will then relocate all undesired individuals. “The 

Norsemen, the Chinese, they’re going to want returns on their investment. They’re 

going to want to clear out our trophy cities of all the riffraff with no Credit and make 

them real lifestyle hubs” (S, 257). The corollaries of this development emerge some 

forty pages later, as Lenny finds out that his apartment building will be demolished 

and all the elderly residents deported into an abandoned housing outside of the city. 

Similarly to Year, the new social order is physically isolating the elites from the 

masses. Is the New York of Super developing into the first Compound? 

 Also in Circle, the company’s campus portrays a very similar 

development. The employees of the conglomerate are pampered with high salaries, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15The Spanish noun used particularly in Latin America conveys meanings of extreme laziness and 
stupidity. 
16“The boat is full” was Switzerland’s refugee policy slogan during World War II – a further possible 
and probable allusion to the Holocaust. 
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full health care plans, high-quality meals prepared by on-campus chefs, day-care 

options for children and pets, and so on. All these services, along with vast 

recreational offerings, render it unnecessary for the employees to spend time any 

place other than the Circle campus. The company premises also feature apartment 

rooms the employees can use should they not wish to go home after the daily parties 

– which, increasingly, they do not. Mae speaks of the company’s employees as the 

new elite, whom all “had been chosen and thus the gene pool was extraordinary, the 

brainpower phenomenal” and refers to the premises and her co-workers as “a well-

curated organic grocery store (--) you couldn’t make a bad choice, because 

everything had been vetted already” (C, 105). As the disparity between the living 

condition of the elite and the non-curated gene pool grows, Mae experiences 

discomfort being anywhere else:  

 [T]here were homeless people, and there were the attendant and 
 assaulting smells, and there were machines that didn’t work, and floors 
 and seats that had not been cleaned, and there was, everywhere, the 
 chaos of an orderless world. (C, 370) 
 
Mae’s father suffers from MS, and his condition further illustrates the increasing 

social inequality. Before Mae’s employment at the Circle, his condition was rapidly 

declining, as the parents’ medical insurance would not cover the required treatment 

that would otherwise be unaffordable for them. A few words to the right people at 

the Circle, however, solve the situation within a couple of days, and Mae’s father 

begins to receive the best available care – available, now, for him, thanks to his 

association with the new elite.   

 The Circle, of course, has made promises to bring order to an orderless 

world, but even through Mae’s unquestioning words, the reader can detect that these 

improvements require consenting to the digital dogmas of the Circle: “on any city 

block, a thousand problems correctible through simple enough algorithms and the 

application of available technology and willing members of the digital community” 

(371). Also Mae’s father’s treatment comes at the price of giving in to the digital 

community: the condition to the treatment is the instalment of live-stream 

SeeChange cameras everywhere inside Mae’s parents house. The reader is not 

intended to share Mae’s optimism, but is encouraged to side with her ex-boyfriend, 

Mercer, who points out the problem behind such consent: “Surveillance should not 

be the tradeoff for any goddam service we get” (367).   
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 In each of these cases, the emerging class structure follows from a 

power shift from political operators to corporate. Sachs notes, if more from a 

rhetorical than sociological viewpoint, that “the ferocity of the quest for wealth 

throughout society has left Americans exhausted and deprived of the benefits of 

social trust, honesty, and compassion (9)”. Social segregation depicted in the novels 

is clearly one exaggerated direction of this development. The individuals deemed 

important for the corporatocracy thrive, whereas those who do not fulfil their 

expected roles in the consumerist logic are forgotten. As Sachs cynically points out, 

“the main thing to remember about corporatocracy is that it looks after its own” 

(2011, 130).  

3 Law and lawlessness 

!
Coercive deeds conducted by a tyrannical state form a defining feature of dystopian 

writing. For Gottlieb, the prerequisite for understanding a depiction of a future 

scenario as a dystopia is the perception of a miscarriage of justice: the contrast 

between the elite’s promises of a just, lawful society, and their actions that 

demonstrate inequality and lawlessness (2001, 12). Gottlieb calls dystopian societies 

“collective nightmares”: just as in nightmares, individuals lose control over their 

own destinies and become victims of a monstrous force that follows not the logic of 

democratic law but “the logic of myths and rituals”. For Gottlieb, a symbolically and 

thematically central element in the depiction of miscarriage of justice is the 

protagonist’s trial that usually takes place at the end of the novel. At the trial, the 

totalitarian regime’s conspiracy against the people is revealed and the protagonist is 

punished (2001, 11). In this chapter, I first analyse how each novel depicts the 

dissipation of traditional notions of lawfulness. In the second sub-chapter, I discuss 

Gottlieb’s notion of the protagonist’s trial, and demonstrate that the protagonists, 

particularly Lenny and Mae, have much more ambiguous roles in their trials than 

that of the accused. 
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3.1 Miscarriage of justice 

  

In Circle, Mae is struggling to adapt to the norms and rules of her new employer. On 

her first days at the Circle, her employers give her a formal reprimand altogether 

three times. The reason for these interventions are always similar: Mae’s 

unwillingness to share more of her data publically, to participate socially online and 

offline and to spend more of her leisure at the company’s daily social gatherings and 

happenings. When Mae promises to alter her behaviour, she is left without a 

punishment.  

 One such occasion becomes a turning point in the novel. Mae is caught 

on a SeeChange camera taking a rental kayak without permission at night. The 

crime, the footage of which is seen by Mae’s supervisors at the Circle, earns Mae 

reprimand with the highest authority, Uncle Eamon. His judgement of Mae’s actions 

is an exhibition of the Circle’s propagandist agenda:  

 ’Okay’, [Eamon] said, sounding as he were bracing himself, ‘now this 
 is where we get into something more personal. As you know, I have a 
 son, Gunner, who was born with CP, celebral palsy. (--) He can’t walk. 
 He can’t run. He can’t go kayaking. So what does he do if he wants to 
 experience something like this? Well, he watches a video. (--) [T]he 
 point is there are millions of people who can’t see what you saw, Mae. 
 Does it feel right to have deprived them of seeing what you saw?’ (C, 
 300) 
 

Uncle Eamon does not disapprove of the actual crime committed, that is, Mae taking 

a kayak that did not belong to her, but not taking and sharing any photos or video of 

the beautiful landscape she saw. Eamon emotionally manipulates Mae into 

consenting to the notion that worse than the actual illegal deed is acting against the 

Circle’s ideology. The logic of the law is surpassed by the logic of ultimate 

publicity.  

 This scene fits well with Gottlieb’s characterisation of law and 

lawlessness in dystopia: totalitarian regimes, though they display the utmost misuse 

of power, never function completely without law – only, their “’lawfullness has little 

to do with any traditional concept of justice” (2001, 35). The events are very similar 

to the near-Kafkaesque feel of anxiety Lenny experiences after the interview with 

the “Welcome Back, Pad’ner” program. The worry of his flagged status is never 

realized, apparently because of Lenny’s excellent Credit Ranking and his position in 
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the Creative Economy, but it demonstrates that Lenny, similarly to Mae, is unable to 

trust his conception of justice and is not quite certain whether he has broken the law 

or not. Another disquieting episode occurs when Lenny’s plane arrives in New York, 

and a “fat man” a couple of seats away is arrested for no clear reason – other than 

that he is not wearing an äppärät and therefore does not submit any data to people 

around him.17 The episode provokes Lenny to compare his surroundings to the 

Soviet Union: “My parents were born in the Soviet Union, and my grandmother had 

survived the last years of Stalin, although barely, but I lack the genetic instinct to 

deal with unbridled authority” (S, 41). 

 Miscarriage of justice is most axiomatic in Year, in which life 

particularly in the Pleeblands is constant combat – though non-conforming, wealthy 

scientists are known to have mysteriously gone missing from the Compounds, too. 

Overall, in Year, law enforcers can easily be paid to look the other way, and only 

direct their attention to “small dealers doing business without cutting 

[CorpSeCorps’] mob friends in” (Y, 149). Another example of the dysfunctional 

justice system is “Painball”, a punitive institution that is offered to law-breakers as 

an alternative to capital punishment. Upon arrival at the “Painball Arena”, a large 

forest, a criminal is assigned to one of two teams whose purpose is to fight each 

other to death. The result, as can be expected, is mere brutality, captured by various 

cameras hidden in the forest that stream the events live to a bloodthirsty audience. 

The social function of the punishment is not explained, but the practice of Painball 

does bring to mind the gladiator fights of ancient Rome; providing panem et 

circences, bread and circus, to distract publics from political issues – like the 

dysfunctional legal system – with the help of gory amusement. In fact, the practice 

only seems to cause additional instability, with the freed inmates who have become 

“hooked on the adrenalin” causing problems in the Pleeblands and invoking fear in 

even the CorpSeCorps (Y, 98). A palpable example of a society that, instead of the 

rule of law, follows the rule of “a primitive state religion that practices the ritual of 

human sacrifice” (Gottlieb 2001, 10–11).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 The man’s obesity and unattractiveness are emphasized to the extent that the implied author seems 
to suggest that the man’s non-conformity to beauty norms is his true (and, arguably, only) crime. 
Upon his arrest, Lenny does, in fact, contemplate: “his voice (--), like the rest of him, did not conform 
to the standards of our time: [it] was weak, helpless, despicable” (S, 40). 
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3.2 The protagonist’s trial – Ren, Lenny and Mae as double agents of 
corporatocracy 

!
As we saw already in the previous sub-chapter, under corporatocratic totalitarianism, 

people are not equal before the law. In fact, to borrow a well-phrased 

characterization from Gottlieb – “it is the strictest law that determines who is and 

who is not within the boundaries of the law” (2001, 35). According to Gottlieb, 

dystopian fiction expresses this through a trope she calls the protagonist’s trial. For 

Gottlieb, the protagonist’s trial is a central element of dystopian fiction: 

 The experience of the trial is imbued with the nightmare atmosphere 
 typical of dystopia. We become aware of the duality of law and 
 lawlessness, and the contradiction between advanced technology and a 
 psychologically, spiritually regressive mentality at the heart of the 
 regime. (--) [T]he protagonist’s trial as an emblem of injustice is a 
 thematically and symbolically crucial device of dystopian fiction. 
 (2001, 10) 
 
The trial, situated usually at the end of a dystopian novel, results in a harsh 

punishment for the protagonist and ultimately reveals the elite’s conspiracy against 

it’s own people (Gottlieb 2001, 10).  

 The notion of the protagonist’s trial is particularly interesting for this 

study, because I find that the novels’ treatment of their protagonists and their 

antitheses, particularly vis á vis the injustices the corporatocratic rule entails, 

represent a crucial difference between classical dystopian fiction and these three 

corporatocratic dystopias. Take as an example Year’s Toby and Ren. It is very clear 

that they are far away from “the magic circle” of law, “thrust outside as enemies, 

demons, scapegoats” (Gottlieb 2001, 35). In fact, as women, they are doubly 

oppressed by the system: they are first unjustly cast outside the official society and 

into a world of danger, and then denied protection from other outlaws within the 

underworld. Thus, they are under constant threat of unbridled male sexual violence. 

 In the Pleeblands, illegal merchandise – steaks made of endangered 

animals (or, as rumour has it, of human flesh), drugs of various kinds, child 

prostitutes – is sold and bought under barely passable guise, the chain of command 

usually leading back to the CorpSeCorps. Workforce is mostly illegal, unprotected 

and underpaid, and for women, working often includes after-hour “favours” 

performed for the (always) male bosses. Toby and Ren are both forced to attempt at 
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surviving in the underworld with no identity and no security, and thus experience the 

full force of the overlapping authority.  

 Toby has got into the underworld as a result of an unjust trial. Toby 

lost both her parents as a young adult: her mother was, evidentially, slowly poisoned 

to death by the CorpSeCorps due to unwillingness to sell their property to the 

corporations, after which her father committed suicide. Toby wound up knee-deep in 

debt and forced to go underground. Even still, the penniless Toby has a better chance 

there than in the mainstream: “[T]here were stories about female debtors being 

farmed out for sex. If she had to make her living on her back, she at least wanted to 

keep the proceeds” (Y, 30). Toby ends up working for a shady burger restaurant 

under an abusive boss, Blanco, and finally being saved by a religious sect called 

“God’s Gardeners” to live in their community. Important to note here is that though 

the corporatocratic rule, quite obviously, is very capable of deliberate miscarriage of 

justice, most of Toby’s tribulations occurs quite outside of the state, without official 

identity and outside the boundaries of any law. She lives in a world in which the 

nation state is no longer the only source of authority, and in which, as Spiegel 

argues, corporations “challenge the state’s monopoly of violence and citizen loyalty” 

(2010, 125). The state is unable to provide safety, and so are the corporations; but 

they are also unable to exercise control – or, more accurately, uninterested in doing 

so – to either protect or penalise individuals unimportant to them. Toby can rest 

reasonably assured that she will not be looked for nor hunted down by the tyrants, 

nor will she ever be brought to justice. Instead, she worries over Blanco’s 

retribution. 

 The younger Ren was born in a Compound, then taken by her mother, 

Lucerne, to live with the God’s Gardeners, the same religious, environmentalist 

group whose member also Toby is. Ren is taken back to the Compound after 

Lucerne grows tired of the Gardener’s ascetic lifestyle. As an adult, she works as an 

exceedingly skilful erotic acrobat and a prostitute at a nightclub called “Scales and 

Tails”, where the women dress in flamboyant clothing covered in scales, feathers 

and petals to entertain powerful businessmen and criminal bosses. Ren’s status, like 

Toby’s, is decidedly outside even the superficial supervision of the law (although 

prostitution in the novel is legal, and Scales and Tales actually recruit Ren at a 

school event). Yet, in the complicated hierarchy of the underworld, she possesses 

specialized skills and is thus protected by a boss that takes good care of his 
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employees, their health and their safety and “never takes freebies” (Y, 7). Ren’s 

position, however, is made possible by the “smuggled Eurotrash or Tex-Mexans or 

Asian Fusion and Redfish minors scooped of the streets (Y, 130)” who are used as 

temporaries at Scales to entertain hardened, foreseeably violent ex-Painballers. They 

pose no such “valuable asset” (Y, 7) to the manager as Ren and her colleagues do. 

Therefore, “after [the convicts] were finished [they are] judged contaminated until 

proven otherwise, and Scales didn’t want to spend Sticky Zone money either testing 

these girls or fixing them up. [Ren] never saw them twice” (Y, 130).  

 Indeed, in all of the novels, the protagonists that on the one hand suffer 

greatly from society’s lawlessness, also strikingly benefit from it. For Gottlieb, the 

protagonist of dystopia is a character “courageous enough to stand up against an 

elite”, who will be tried at the court of law but denied any justice (2001, 31–2). 

Similarly to Gottlieb, also Baccolini & Moylan maintain that the focus of narration 

in dystopia is typically “on a character who questions the dystopian society” (2003, 

5). As Ren’s example already shows, the protagonists’ position in these novels is 

much more ambiguous. The position of the protagonists as double agents of 

corporatocracy is even more lucid in the case of Super’s Lenny and Circle’s Mae. 

 Toby and Ren are both underdogs in the system, whereas both Mae and 

Lenny are members of the technocratic elite and not only the victims of the new law 

but its implementers: due to their status, they have the opportunity to influence other 

people’s lives in a way which is incompatible with a democratic notion of law. 

Lenny’s hearing at the beginning of the novel could be seen as an unjust trial, as it 

does portray a lawless social order behind a lawful façade. Yet, his “Flagged” status 

never brings him any real trouble due to the fact that his Credit Ranking is high and 

he works in Creative Economy. In fact, Lenny even witnesses some level of 

awareness of his privileged status. When some of the LNWI’s organize and begin to 

riot, and the disturbances spread around the city, they gain a forceful response from 

the government. Lenny watches the live streams, explains feeling fear and empathy, 

and then contemplates: “Finally, the fear and the empathy were replaced by a 

different knowledge. The knowledge that it wouldn’t happen to us. That what we 

were witnessing was not terrorism. That we were of good stock. That these bullets 

would discriminate” (S, 157).   

  Lenny, from the beginning a somewhat more relatable character than 

the evidently satirized Mae, also takes on his role in a relatively humane way, using 
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his elite status not merely for his own benefit, but at times also to aid the pensioners 

in his building and his Low-Networth parents when “the Rupture” leaves them 

without access to food and water. However, with regard to the LNWI’s riot – to 

which Eunice is much more sympathetic, helping out at their camps – Lenny remains 

apathetic, and only casually mentions their struggles in his journals:  

 It was getting dark, and we saw the first LNWI camp. The bus driver 
 who later got killed. Aziz’s Army. Whatever happened to that? Jesus. 
 Everything changes so fast. Anyway, we took the subway uptown. I 
 paid for business class. (S, 314) 
 

Mae, contrarily, the more power she attains, seems to become all the more 

destructive to her family. As I pointed out in the previous chapter, Mae is also put on 

trial – she is reprimanded by her superiors for not fully living out the Circle’s 

ideology. For the reader, these incidents point out the twisted sense of justice the 

corporation professes – for Mae, they are a sign that she needs to try harder to 

integrate to the company’s elite. The implied author is not subtle in encouraging the 

reader to disagree with her and to realize that she is very much a part of the problem. 

Mae’s culprit status is emphasized by the fact that the result of this “trial” is that 

Mae becomes the mouthpiece of the Circle ideology by “going transparent”. At least 

from that moment on, it is evident that she now works as an agent for the elite. 

Finally, it is none other than Mae who suggests the fusion between public databases 

and the Circle, leading to “completion” of the Circle and making the use of the 

Circle’s services compulsory to all citizens.   

 Mae’s ex-boyfriend Mercer is distrustful of the Circle from the 

beginning, the level of his suspicion increasing with each piece of news he hears 

about the company’s new inventions. Mae, on the other hand, is irritated by Mercer’s 

antiquated ideas about privacy, and tries to win him over, for instance, by promoting 

Mercer’s small enterprise (he manufactures chandeliers out of road-kill deer antlers) 

on social media without his consent. Mae’s transparency is the final straw, after 

which Mercer forbids her to contact him and decides to “go underground” with 

others who resist the new order. When Mae throws a public demonstration for 

“SoulSearch”, a new tool for locating missing people, she decides to locate Mercer 

and win him over for good. The discovery ends tragically, however, when Mercer, 

not wanting to be found, drives off a cliff in front of Mae’s millions of watchers.  
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 After Mercer’s suicide, Eamon Bailey consoles Mae by sketching out 

the scenario as unavoidable:  

 ‘Mae, you were trying to help a very disturbed, antisocial young man, 
 trying to bring him into the embrace of humanity, and he rejected that. 
 (--) If you reject humanity, if you reject all the tools available to you, 
 all the help available to you, then bad things will happen.’ (C, 462; 
 464) 
  

In face of what the reader already knows about the Circle, Uncle Eamon’s utterance 

seems not fatalistic but downright threatening: submit to the hegemony or perish. In 

this case, then, it is Mercer who has been on tried, found guilty, and sentenced by 

Mae herself.  

 Mae’s relationship with her parents evolves along a similar path. Mae 

manages to arrange for her MS-ridden father to be included in her health care plan at 

the Circle, affording him better care and full insurance coverage on medicine. The 

condition, however, is that the parents agree to install SeeChange cameras 

everywhere in their home, on the pretext of better monitoring opportunities for the 

doctors. After the parents block the cameras, and Mae “goes transparent”, their 

communications cease, and Mae does not hear from her parents since – though she 

remains convinced that she will be able to persuade them on her side. Before the 

parents succumb to the Circle, she decides not to see them. Most probably, this 

means that the father receives no care for his MS, either.   

 The reader is urged to side with Mae’s parent’s and with Mercer, and 

empathize with their reservations of the new system. The ideal reader will 

understand that Mercer’s death represents not a rejection of the “embrace of 

humanity”, but perhaps the virtual death of the kind of humanity Mercer – and the 

reader – embody. The dystopian warning in each of the novels is founded on the 

confidence that the reader will realize Mae’s, Lenny’s and Ren’s role as double 

agents of corporatocracy and judge them for their actions – and then, “transfer this 

critical thinking into his or her own world” (Booker 2013, 5). 

4 Citizens or Consumers? Consumption in a corporatocratic dystopia 

 

George Orwell writes that  
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 [P]ublic opinion, because of the tremendous urge to conformity in 
 gregarious animals, is less tolerant than any system of law. When 
 human beings are governed by “thou shalt not”, the individual can 
 practice a certain amount of eccentricity: when they are supposedly 
 governed by “love” or “reason”, he is under continuous pressure to 
 make him behave and think exactly the same way as everyone else.” 
 (1949/2003, 268)  
  
Building a consensus of what is “reason” or common sense is a crucial aspect of the 

totalitarian order in the novels. Corporatocracy is able to create a hegemonous 

discourse that is not coerced upon individuals but negotiated, formed and maintained 

by them. For Antonio Gramsci, shaping perception, or “the war of position” is a key 

instrument in establishing and maintaining power in a capitalist state (e.g. 

1975/1992, Notebook 6 §138, Volume III, pp. 109). Gramsci distinguishes between 

“leadership”, or “political hegemony”, which is acquired non-violently, and 

“domination”, which is only used against those who do not submit to the established 

hegemony (1975/1992, Notebook 1 §44, Volume I, pp. 136–151, my italics).  

  It is interesting to note the marching order in Gramsci’s analysis: 

hegemony comes first, and is only complemented by domination. However, in the 

discussion around dystopia, the emphasis is often reverse, and descriptions of 

tyrannical coercion predominate for instance Gottlieb’s (2001) and Baccolini & 

Moylan’s (2003) analyses. Gottlieb argues that in Western dystopias, “the essential 

goal of the state is to control not only the political behaviour of human beings and 

every aspect of their political action but also (--) their thoughts and feelings” (41). 

Also Baccolini & Moylan suggest that in dystopias, “discursive power, exercised in 

the reproduction of meaning and the interpellation of subjects, is a complimentary 

and necessary force” (5). In both these accounts, dominant deeds are regarded as the 

essence of the totalitarian rule, only complemented by hegemony. 

 When Orwell, Huxley and Zamyatin wrote their influential dystopias, 

the combat between communist and capitalist political ideologies was in full swing, 

and the devastating effects of political nationalisms were emerging in all their 

nightmarishness. Small wonder, then, that for all three canonized dystopian authors, 

the tyrant is political: a party that has gained unlimited power and comes to 

dominate, first, mechanically, and eventually, psychologically. Particularly for 

Huxley, the private sector has a strong role in maintaining the status quo, its role is 

predefined by politics, being to maintain the prevailing order and offering the panem 
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et circences to distract the citizens from the social injustices practiced by the ruling 

class. As I demonstrated in the previous chapter, in Year, Super and Circle, 

corporatocracy is able to engage in acts of ultimate coercion that liken these novels 

to the classics of the genre of dystopia. Ultimately, however, in these three 

corporatocratic dystopias the functioning of tyranny is reverse: values and norms 

support increased consumerism and new forms of mediatisation, allowing for the rise 

of private corporations into arenas of formerly public power.  

 The foundation of the corporations’ power in each of the three novels 

is a discursive practice that gives consumption – either of commodities or of media 

content – precedence over all that goes on in society. By drawing attention to the 

way publics consume commodities and media contents, the novels illustrate the 

consensual aspect of power: how rules, norms and desires can be shaped to serve 

corporate interests. Ultimately, the novels seem to suggest that corporatocracy 

shapes the public’s role, diminishing their opportunities to act as citizens while 

increasing their power as consumers.  

 According to Buttgieg, Garmsci’s interpreters have often fallaciously 

stressed the nonviolent, democratic aspects of the consent-based hegemony. 

Important for Buttgieg, and important for this thesis, is to note that though often 

camouflaged and indirect, the hegemonic apparatus provides the dominant group 

“the most effective protection against a successful frontal attack from the subaltern 

classes” (Buttgieg 1995, 27).  Indeed, “hegemony is a non-coercive power, but it is a 

power nonetheless” (ibid.).  The site in which hegemony is negotiated is civil 

society: the publishing industry, educational institutions, associations, clubs, 

religious organizations and so on (Gramsci 1975/1992, Notebook 3 §48, Volume II, 

pp. 49–52; Buttgieg 1995, 26). Gramsci himself does not directly discuss 

consumption or advertising, but I agree with Joseph D. Rumbo and maintain that the 

notion of hegemony applies well to an understanding of consumerist logic as a force 

that “systematically permeates public, discursive, and psychic spaces, dictating that 

our lived experiences are increasingly shaped by marketers” (2002, 134). 

Particularly when we are dealing with fictional societies that place corporate actors 

in the centre of power, it is justified to apply Gramsci’s concept to understand 

consumption as a hegemonous phenomenon that increases and maintains their 

supremacy.  
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 The question in the novels is not of a behaviouristic “magic bullet 

theory” (nor is it so for Gramsci), according to which the corporate elites propagate 

the joys of consumerism through the media and markets to publics, who then directly 

absorb the message and succumb to the elite. As Timo Airaksinen points out, culture 

might serve to explain individual behaviour, but in the end, is always something 

more than a sum total of individual decisions (1999, 171–2). Culture, then – even in 

the satirical exaggerations of these corporatocratic dystopias – is ultimately formed 

by individuals, who simultaneously negotiate and create a culture as well as exist in 

it and are defined by it.  

4.1 Vitamins to see-through jeans – the creation of needs 
 

In Year, medical conglomerates have found a very compelling way to increase their 

power in the market. The masterminds at HealthWyzer: 

[W]ere seeding folks with illnesses via those souped-up supplement 
 pills of theirs – using them as free lab animals, then collecting on the 
 treatments for those very same illnesses. Nifty scam, charging top 
 dollar for stuff they caused themselves. (Y, 244) 

 
Toby’s mother was presumably the victim of such a marketing scheme, perishing 

only after the family had spent their last pennies on her treatment. The mechanism is 

hardly subtle, but it is indisputably simple: sick people need medicine, and so they 

buy it and create profit. HealthWyzer’s scam is a very literal example of a 

mechanism most famously outlined by Karl Marx: the creation of needs. 

! Marx analyzes the deliberate mechanism to enhance capitalism as the 

creation of needs: under private economy, every one is seeking to impose new needs 

and new ways to find pleasure upon others, and thus increase their need of money 

(Marx 1844/2005, 99; part III, section xiv). Herbert Marcuse develops Marx’s notion 

further, arguing that capitalist economy controls individual consumers by 

superimposing upon them what he calls “false needs”. Fulfilling those needs – that 

are much born out of a desire to act and consume according to advertisements – 

might produce satisfaction and happiness, but these needs are nonetheless essentially 

determined by external, repressing powers (Marcuse 1964/1991, 4–5).  

 Martyn Lee explains that for critical thinkers, modern consumption 

erases the real use-value of goods that is linked to the most vital needs of shelter, 

nourishment and clothing – or health. These needs are replaces with false needs, 
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“non-material desires and ideological fantasies” that easily become subject to 

commercial manipulation (1993, 31). In Year, for instance, such once-commonplace 

foodstuffs as meat, dairy, coffee and chocolate have either vanished or become rare 

and expensive. To replace these necessities, science conglomerates have developed 

new foods or new methods of production, and given their foods names that imply 

both the former food that the new product is supposed to imitate, and the new 

foodstuff used to make it. Soon, these foods become basic nouns: “Happicuppa” 

means coffee; “ChickieNobs” is synonymous with chicken; “Joltbar” is universal for 

an energy bar. The implied author exaggerates the pervasiveness of consumption by 

literally turning all nouns related to nourishment into brand names of consumption 

goods. The same occurs with another basic need, shelter – corporations have lent 

their names to the Compounds, within which they are repeated in the names of 

schools, hospitals and other formerly public places. Consumption, quite literally, 

“permeates public, discursive, and private spaces, dictating that our lived 

experiences are increasingly shaped and monitored by marketers” (Rumbo 2002, 

134).  

 Another important aspect of this discussion is noting that consumer 

products can be impregnated with socially acknowledged symbols of status. This 

means that a postmodern consumer doesn’t buy individual products based on 

specific needs, but on signs which create a social system of values and classifications 

that has replaced the traditional world of needs and pleasures (Sassatelli 2007, 83). 

Some might argue that the aforementioned vitamin supplements in Year are, in fact, 

a false need: vitamin supplements are oftentimes not marketed merely as products to 

combat deficiencies, but as symbols of, for instance, health, energy and exuberance.  

In Super, buying certain kinds of products (for instance, “Saaami” brassiere which 

expose the wearers’ nipples, or “Onionskin” jeans, made of a transparent fabric) a 

clear marker of social status in the novel. Eunice and her friend and sister constantly 

refer to their peers in their messages through what they are wearing. “There were all 

these Italian girls with Onionskin jeans staring at us, like I was stealing one of their 

white guys or something (S, 27)”, writes Eunice to her friend, who replies with the 

description of a girl, who “showed up in Onionskin jeans and a nippleless Saaami 

bra” (S, 28).  

 The girls clearly convey the social hierarchy of these situations through 

the description of apparel; the fact that the Italian girls staring at Eunice, for 
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instance, were higher in the social hierarchy due to their choice of apparel (and, 

perhaps the fact that they are “white” and Eunice is Asian – though in the world 

economy depicted in the novel, Asia is financially much more powerful than the 

West). As characterized by Airaksinen, identities in a post-industrial world are 

defined not by production, but consumption – one does not produce nor build oneself 

an identity, but buys into it. “You are what you consume” (1999, 236).18 

The mechanisms to charge a consumer product with desired meanings 

are, of course, the bread and butter of marketing professionals. One possible 

mechanism is obtaining endorsement from an opinion-leader. In Circle, for instance, 

Circlers are such leaders, as they as much as compete in the value of weekly 

purchases they are able to generate. Therefore, brand owners also willingly give out 

new products for the Circlers to test. Mae’s friend, Annie, who has a high position at 

the Circle, explains this to Mae when she is trying out a pair of sample jeans: “Yeah, 

they want you to wear them. You’re an influential person working at the Circle! 

You’re a style leader, early adopter, all that” (C, 112). In Super, messaging with 

Eunice, her younger sister Sally further displays how the power of brands is built:  

SALLYSTAR: Do they have Saaami summer bras in Rome? (--)  
 EUNI-TARD: Why do you want to wear a bra that lets everyone see 
 your nipples? And I thought you didn’t care about fashion.  

SALLYSTAR: Everyone’s wearing them. Even in Fort Lee.” (S, 31) 
 

Knowing what “everyone” is wearing and then wearing the same is clearly important 

in the novels, for girls in particular – even if it was against common sense. Lenny, 

too, experiences pressure to consume according to norms, and after Eunice has 

consulted him in the purchase of new clothes, rejoices:  

 I was what passed for a man now. (--) I looked healthier. The 
 breathable fibres took about four years off by biological age. At work, 
 Intakes asked if I was undergoing dechronification treatments myself. I 
 took a physical, and my statistics started flapping on The Boards, my 
 ACTH and cortisol levels  plummeting, my designation now ‘a 
 carefree and inspiring older gent.’ (S, 212) 
  
The efforts Lenny puts into his appearance pay off at work too, when, at least on the 

outside, he fills the requirements of “an older gent”. We can see that what drives 

purchases in Super’s and Circle’s reality is a more profound need for social 

acceptance; purchasable items have transformed into symbols of success and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 “Olet mitä kulutat.”  My translation. 
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desirability. As such, the need for more and more of such products is relatively easy 

to impose on an individual. The bra, Onionskin jeans or “breathable fibres” gain a 

level of meaning unrelated to their use-value 

 For Baudrillard, Western society’s “order of production” (that is 

entangled with an “order of consumption”) is essentially “an order of the 

manipulation of signs” (1970/1998, 32–33). The question is not of coercion, not 

even of creating a condition in which the purchase of a product is essential (such as 

medicine for a sickness). Rather, there are various networking forces at play that 

operate on social acceptance and the notion of status. These factors create a 

hegemonous discourse that fuels a society determined by consumption. The 

mechanism of creation of needs, then, is much more discreet than the one portrayed 

in Year, but the logic in all examples is similar; for Marcuse, the need might not be 

as compelling as the need for a cure to a disease, and the origin not as easily 

pinpointed down to one single actor, but it is nonetheless a mechanism of affecting 

individuals’ behaviour through internalized norms, codes and understandings.  

 It is important to note that this is not a mere organic social 

development, but there is a hegemonic power relation at play. Consumers buy 

themselves into desired identities based on these opinion leaders, which Airaksinen 

calls icons. Both of them have an identity, something that attaches them to the 

society and interpellates them to act accordingly. The only instance left without an 

identity – and thus the social constraints that come with it – are the actors with the 

power to create and use icons to make money (Airaksinen 1999, 103; 236–7). With 

these actors lies the ultimate power to shape perception, to define desirable conduct. 

The result is that, in Baudrillard’s (1970/1998, 33) words, “more and more basic 

aspects of our contemporary societies fall under a logic of significations, an analysis 

of codes and symbolic systems”: the logic of consumption, the way in which we 

attach significations, codes and symbols to consumable items, comes to define all 

aspects of human existence. In the three novels, particularly in Circle and Super, this 

development manifests itself in the ways in which the characters consume, and 

participate in creating, media contents. 
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4.2  The power of media in Circle and Super Sad 

!
The media is a site of hegemony (Gramsci 1975/1992, Notebook 3 §48, Volume II 

pp. 49–52; Buttgieg 1995, 26). For Baudrillard, consumer culture is strongly linked 

with media culture. He sees the symbols and signs of mass media as simulacra, or 

semblances, of a reality that starts to seem more real than “reality” itself, and finally 

comes to replace it (Baudrillard 1981/1994, 79–86). Stig Hjarvard (2008, 111) 

explains this development in other words: the representations we adopt from the 

media gain such predominance that they guide our interpretations of the world.  

 German sociologist and philosopher in the tradition of critical theory, 

Jürgen Habermas, outlines the changes that have taken place in the realm of the 

public sphere since its formation in the early 19th century. For Habermas (1962/1989, 

74), the public sphere is distinct from the private sphere that was the realm of 

commodity exchange and social reproduction, usually understood as the work of 

women maintaining the home and raising new generations. It is an arena where free 

men, brought together by matters of mutual interest, formulate, negotiate and debate 

public opinion.19 This was, for Habermas, the most vital function of the public 

sphere, and his critique stems from the notion that mass culture erodes it. According 

to Habermas, modern mass society and consumerist capitalism turn the public sphere 

from an arena of forming and debating a public opinion into a place of mere 

commodity exchange or a “field for business advertising“. This necessarily impedes 

the proper functioning of democracy, and reduces the rights and responsibilities that 

come with citizenship into those of the members of a consuming public (Habermas 

1962/1989, 187–189; 198–200; Rumbo 2002, 129).  

 To some extent, all three novels illustrate these Habermasian concerns. 

In the societies they depict, the public sphere is less an arena of information 

exchange, and more something like Atwood’s “NoodieNews”, a distraction 

disguised as information, “good for a few minutes because the people on it tried to 

pretend there was nothing unusual going on and studiously avoided looking at one 

another’s jujubes” (OC, 81–82). Newspapers, no longer the fourth estate, are solely 

arenas for marketing messages: in Super, one of the most esteemed American 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19These notions of public and private discussion as well as “unbiased” information have frequently 
been criticized from various perspectives, for instance by feminist, postcolonial, and queer theorists. 
A relatively comprehensive introduction to this discussion can be found in e.g. McNair, Brian 2000. 
!
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newspapers, The New York Times, has changed into an online version with the name 

The New York Lifestyle Times, with presentations of new products and a “green ‘buy 

me now’ icon” (S, 103) under each article. In the worlds created by all three authors, 

people also spend a significant amount of time surrounded by these messages: Jim 

and Glenn in Oryx and Crake spend their afternoons watching either “news” stream 

of violent executions, porn, or reality television – sometimes they even use two 

screens to soak in more content simultaneously. Super’s Eunice is completely under 

the spell of her “äppärät”, using virtually every spare moment shopping, finding out 

about things to shop for, or communicating these findings to friends on similar 

quests. Similarly, after starting at her new job, social media begins to take more and 

more of Mae’s time, invading, and finally, inhibiting moments spent with family and 

friends.  

 Indeed, in the novels, the traditional forms of publishing listed by 

Gramsci or Habermas have, to a large part, been replaced by new sources of 

information (and, more often than not, entertainment): social media streams, blog 

posts, live broadcasts and reality-shows. What is more, these forms of media are 

mostly participatory; their content is, more often than not, produced by peers for 

peers, and they allow bidirectional communication between the producer and the 

consumer of media content. José van Dijck addresses the shift in his critical history 

of social media. He notes that the new types of media inspired conversation about 

the “more social” Web 2.0. and its potential to increase connectivity, build 

communities and advance democracy. However, as social media platforms evolved 

from non-profit niche groups into massive corporate-owned platforms, this 

connectivity was discovered to have “a valuable by-product that users do not 

intentionally deliver: behavioural and profiling data (Van Dijck 2013, 4; 16).  

 Particularly in Super and Circle, advertising messages intermingle with 

journalistic information as well as mundane communication between friends and 

peers. Lenny’s friend, Noah Weinberg, has a popular online show whose sponsors he 

“struggled to mention casually throughout his rants”. Mae’s role in the Circle soon 

includes similar influencing: each employee has an individual “Conversion Rate”, 

which measures their ability to provoke purchases amongst their followers, and 

“Retail Raw”, the total gross purchase price of the products they recommend on 

social media. Each employee is also expected to perform well on these areas, with 

minimum weekly expectancies. Advertising, sponsorship, product placement and 
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celebrity endorsements are all much-used and widely theorised marketing 

techniques, and as such, axiomatic for private-sector enterprises. Companies, as it is 

explained in Circle, need to sell their products and turn in a profit in order to 

function: “We’re here to be a gateway to all the world’s information, but we are 

supported by advertiser who hope to reach customers through us” (C, 250).  

 Social development in the novels has, however, lead into a situation in 

which such actions are socially problematic: they erode the functioning of the public 

sphere because “NoodieNews” and online streams like Noah’s are the only available 

source of any information for citizens. In Noah’s show, promotional messages are 

“casually mentioned” in between his talk, giving them equal status with all other 

content of his stream.! In Circle, the combination between “all the world’s 

information” with advertising messages disguised as innocent recommendations and 

endorsements is symptomatic of Habermas’ anxieties. The axiom behind all of 

Habermas’ thinking is that the public sphere is intended for the exchange of 

unrestricted, unbiased information, which free men need to guide their actions as 

citizens (1962/1989). Advertising messages, by nature, are restricted and planned to 

serve very particular interests. How is a user of the Circle to differentiate where 

“information” ends and “commerce-spurring” activities begin? What is, in fact, the 

Circle’s most successful product – their applications, tools and software, or the 

profiling data and commerce spurring their users and employees unintentionally 

produce? And, most concretely – if corporations control all information, where is 

one to obtain information that contests corporate interests? 

 The effects of consumerist messages are not restricted to the micro 

level of advertising particular products and stimulating purchases. Granted, the 

predominance of new forms of media provides an unparalleled sounding board to the 

consumerist discourse: the publicized purchase behaviour of millions and millions of 

social media users, as well as their countless product recommendations and their 

“likes”, “smiles” and “frowns” given to companies’ profiles puff products and 

services. In addition, these actions further propagate the joys of consumerism and 

maintain consumer hegemony on the macro level. Like in Ray Bradbury’s 

Fahrenheit 451 and M. T. Anderson’s Feed, analyzed by Booker, the contents of 

popular culture serve corporate rule as they “make all of its consumers think and feel 

in the same superficial ways, thus encouraging conformist behaviour” (Booker 2013, 

37). 
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 This means that everyone in the fictional society portrayed in these 

novels is contributing to the maintenance of a consumerist discourse, and thus, to the 

establishment of a corporatocratic hegemony. Developing Habermasian notions 

further, Rumbo suggests that as consumption envelops the public space through sites 

of consumption, and the discursive space through mass media, the cultural logic of 

consumption becomes an integrated part of everyday life (2002, 128). In short, 

individuals become to understand all aspects of human existence through the lenses 

of commodity logic and advertising messages. 

Super offers an interesting portrayal of this development. The 

characters experience themselves, and make sense of each other, through the data 

they are able to extract from social media profiles. This data, of course, is mostly 

related to what meanings their purchases have to convey; Lenny’s “consumer 

profile”, for instance, compiled automatically based on information about his 

purchases, defines him as “heterosexual, nonathletic, nonautomotive, nonreligious, 

non-Bipartisan” (S, 90). The site also gives him a ranking based on the information it 

gathers. This, of course, affects, or, according to Lenny’s friends, should affect, his 

actions: “’You’ve got to stop buying books, Nee-gro’, Vishnu said. All those 

doorstops are going to drag down your PERSONALITY rankings.” (ibid.).  

What is most interesting here is the addition of sexual orientation into 

consumer profile, (the system makes the deduction based on information gathered on 

previous companions: “you’ve dated a lot of abused girls, so it knows you’re into 

that shit” (S, 90)). In fact, Circle depicts a very similar situation to which Mae 

unwillingly takes part. Francis has been developing an application called LuvLuv 

without Mae knowing, and makes Mae the topic of his presentation on the 

innovation. A possible companion’s name is fed in to the software, after which its 

“high-powered and very surgical search machinery” scans the web for all 

information about the person (C, 121): likely allergies, preferred food and 

restaurants, films, outdoor spaces, sports, any information internet databases could 

have stored on them. This example is evidently much more innocuous than the 

former, and the presenters of LuvLuv actually quite sentimentally suggest the site to 

be used in order to determine what kind of activities the user could plan for a 

potential partner on their first date. However, both attest to a similar linkage of an 

experience about oneself, and engagement with the other, with purchase behaviour. 

Particularly so in Super, in which sexuality, relationships, and purchase behaviour 
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are all given equal status as building blocks of Lenny’s personality, transforming the 

“abused girls” he has dated and the items he has bought into equal significations 

about himself. Mae also mentions this dilemma upon reflecting why being made the 

topic of the presentation had made her angry: “having a matrix of preferences 

presented as your essence, as the whole you? (--) It was some kind of mirror, but it 

was incomplete” (C, 125).  

The linkage of product preferences, personality, and love and sexuality 

already hints at the commodification of one of the most intimate and private areas of 

human existence. Thus, at this point, it is important to note the meaning of the body, 

gender, sexuality and love to this network. The question is thematic especially in the 

reading of Atwood and Shteyngart, and particularly in Year and in Super, the 

consumerist discourse is increasingly gendered. 

5 The body and soul in a corporatocratic dystopia 

!
An analysis of the body, gender and sexuality is important for the understanding of 

the dystopia in the novels for several reasons. First, I find that underlining the 

connection between sexuality and consumption is a powerful and deliberate 

technique, with which the novels illustrate how consumerist logic permeates even 

the most intimate realms of life in the fictional reality. Furthermore, this connection 

suggests that corporatocratic hegemony is not built on thin air or acquired only with 

coercive means, but rather, evolves from very familiar cultural norms and practices.  

 In consumer society, “there is one object finer, more precious and more 

dazzling than any other (--). That object is the body.” (Baudrillard 1970/1998, 129). 

For Baudrillard, the body in consumer culture becomes an object or a fetish, an 

investment and an instrument, and a signifier of social status (1970/1998, 129–131). 

This means that the body gains meanings in consumer society far beyond its natural 

meanings. Fulfilling certain norms regarding bodily appearance is a marker of social 

status, rendering the body a constant project for improvement. Particularly female 

bodies are also used to sell consumption items, rendering the body a fetishised object 

and an instrument for consumerist hegemony. Understanding the meanings given to 

the body is thus a crucial aspect for also understanding consumer culture. All three 

novels deal with this, though their emphases vary: Year depicts the commodification 

of the body very literally, through the buying and selling of female bodies, and both 
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Year and Super depict the spread of pornographic content to the mainstream. 

Furthermore, in Year, Super and Circle, the body is an improvement project and a 

marker of social status – and, in some cases, even an object of near-religious 

sacralisation. All three novels also seem to suggest that in the age of consumption, 

the idea that everything can be bought radically turns people away from love and 

reciprocity – and ultimately, from our human nature. 

5.1 “The cleanest dirty girls in town” 

!
The buying and selling of women is a central theme in the entire Maddaddam 

trilogy, and the protagonists in Year convey a lucid understanding of sex as a 

commodity. Toby’s boss sees her body as an additional article he as employer is 

entitled to. Ren works as a prostitute, and though she describes her employer as a fair 

and just man with whom defending “his girls” is “a point of principle”, in the next 

paragraph, she adds: “Also he didn’t like waste: we were a valuable asset, he’d say.” 

(Y, 7). Ren’s best friend at the Gardener’s, Amanda, has encountered a great deal of 

both physical and emotional hardship since she was a young child, escaping a flood 

with her mother:  

 [Thieves] said they’d take Amanda and her mother to dry land and a 
 shelter if they’d do a trade. ‘What kind of trade?’ [Ren] said. ‘Just a 
 trade,’ said Amanda. (Y, 84) 
 
After Ren has been taken away from the Gardeners, Amanda explains over the 

phone that she has formed partnership with one of the Gardener boys, according to 

which he helps her steel and sell things in return for sex. Using sex as a tradable 

good is characteristic for Amanada, who “said love was useless, because it led you 

into dumb exchanges in which you gave too much away, and then you got bitter and 

mean” (Y, 219). The quote testifies to Amanda’s deep mistrust of other people, 

concealed under a self-sufficient attitude and nonchalance of “trading”. 

 Ren works as a dancer and a prostitute in a high-end nightclub. She 

explains the carefully-thought-of logic of her employer:  

[W]e were known as the cleanest dirty girls in town. (--) [The 
 nightclub] was well run, though it was in a seedy area – all the club’s 
 were. That was a matter of image (--): seedy was good for business, 
 because unless there’s an edge – something lurid or tawdry, a wiff of 
 sleaze – what separated our brand from the run-of-the-mill product the 
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 guy could get at home, with the face cream and the white cotton 
 panties? (YF, 7) 

 
Sex in the way Ren explains it has nothing to do with intimacy, and everything to do 

with consumption – to the extent that Ren would describe sex with her as a 

competing product to matrimonial intercourse, differentiated (only) by insightful 

branding. A third product category would then be the “smuggled Eurotrash or Tex-

Mexans or Asian Fuison and Redfish minors scooped of the streets (Y, 130)” (see 

chapter 3.2 of this thesis).  

 This depicts what Luce Irigaray sees as the double status of women as 

commodities: as utilitarian objects (the role of women as “infrastructure” of 

reproduction, in which category no fertile female body is essentially different to 

another) and as bearers of value, as “mirror[s] of value of and for man” (1985, 175–

177). Women in themselves do not possess this abstract value and cannot be 

compared against each other as such. They only become differentiated – and thus, 

exchangeable as commodities of different worth – “when they are compared by and 

for man” (ibid). With her remark about the cotton panties, Ren indicates a deep 

awareness of what generates her value on the sex market. Indeed, the question, in 

Year, is very gender-specific: the significations given to the female bodies are 

dependent on their capacity to be considered valuable by the male customers and to 

generate income to the male bosses.  

A further aspect of “sexual signification” that is present in particularly 

Atwood’s and Shteyngart’s novels is pornography and pornification. This term is 

derived from Kaarina Nikunen, Susanna Paasonen and Laura Saarenmaa, who speak 

of “pornoistuminen”, the pornification of culture, or the encroaching of 

“pornahtava”, the porno-ish from the realm of the porn industry to other areas of 

cultural production: music, advertising, and film. Brian McNair, similarly, discusses 

the “pornographication of the mainstream”, with which he refers to the increasing 

use of pornographic images in artistic activity (2005, 23). Nikunen’s, Paasonen’s & 

Saarnemaa’s term pornification is a particularly useful term in that it includes, first, 

the growth of the porn industry; second, the entrance of hard porn from the margins 

into the realm of the public media; and third the overall presence of sex in all areas 

of production; as well as discusses the inter-relatedness of these aspects (2005, 10–

12).  
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 Atwood focuses particularly on hard porn and prostitution, and the 

lives of the women and men affected by the industry. One of the most discussed 

scenes in the Maddaddam trilogy is from Oryx and Crake, in which Jimmy and 

Glenn entertain themselves watching online porn from another screen, and violent 

execution feeds from another, or switching back and forth between the two channels. 

I agree with Martin Ryle in that in this scene, “Atwood presents pornography as 

tendentially, if not inherently, violent” (2008, 109).  

 Super addresses more the “everyday-isation” (“jokapäiväistyminen”) 

of porn, the entering of pornographic content into the mainstream (Nikunen & al. 

2005, 23, my translation). In a message to her friend, Eunice reminisces watching 

pornographic content as a young child: “Remember those porns we used to watch 

when we were in kindergarten? With the old man who molests teens on the beach?” 

(S, 60). The novel depicts a shift in what is considered appropriate and desirable 

behaviour regarding the expressions of (particularly female) sexuality: 

 [A]nd then guess where she ended up by the end of the party? In the 
 bathtub getting ass-reamed and face-pissed by Pat Alvarez and three of 
 his friends who taped everything and the put it on GlobalTeens the next 
 day. GUESS how high her ratings went up? PERSONALITY 764 and 
 FUCKABILITY 800+. (S, 29) 
 
The girl Eunice and her friend discuss engages in open sexual acts that get taken on 

video and then published, the outcome greatly increasing the girl’s popularity on 

social media. In fact, Eunice’s messaging with her friend and with her sister on the 

online social media site GlobalTeens reveals a youth culture dominated by sex and 

looks. As I have mentioned earlier, almost in every message, Eunice discusses new 

fashions like transparent Onionskin jeans and “nippleless Saami bra”, where to buy 

them at what price, and who was wearing what on what occasion. It is also apparent 

that for young women, social popularity is commensurate with the level of 

transparency of clothing: even Lenny describes some girls as “looking very Media (-

-), mixing the old-school duds with Onionskin jeans which clung transparently to 

their thin legs and plump, pink bottoms, revealing to us all of their shaven secrets” 

(S, 88). 

 Most importantly, women in Super define their self-worth and how 

they wish to be perceived by others by the new standards of the porno-ish. In Super, 

both women and men are publicly rated by their “FUCKABILITY” (S, 54). This is 

implied already in the brand names like “JuicyPussy”, “AssLuxury” and 
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“TotalSurrender”, the most fashionable apparel for women. Describing her affair 

with Ben, a handsome and rich young Media employee, Eunice relates: “he tried to 

comfort me, told me I looked slutty and that my FUCKABILITY was 800+” (44, my 

emphasis). The brand names and the quote imply that objectification is desirable – 

that the adjectives “slutty” and “fuckable” are high and comforting estimations given 

to women. Women then willingly buy into these identities through products that are 

culturally coded to emphasize these qualities.  

 This notion also suggests that the norms of beauty and desirability are 

increasingly built on male heterosexual dominance. Moreover, it is evident that 

though, on the one hand, sexuality has met with partial liberalisation, on the other 

hand, liberalisation only concerns certain aspects of sexuality and relationships. In 

terms of gender roles, norms in fact hale to very traditional, conservative divisions. 

For instance, though men and women alike are judged by their “FUCKABILITY” in 

Super, the figure that rates “SUSTAINABILIT¥” (i.e. Credit ranking; the last letter 

refers to the fact that the currency of world economy in the novel is the yuan) seems 

only to be attributed to men. Illustrative of this patriarchal understanding of the roles 

of men and women, Vishnu and Noah console Lenny after he has received crushing 

reviews in the former category: “‘you’re the second in the whole bar in terms of 

SUSTAINABILIT¥.’ ‘At least our Lenny’s a good providah’” (91; original 

emphasis). Also career alternatives reflect old divisions of men’s productive work 

versus women’s reproduction – “[Eunice] had mentioned working in Retail. All her 

Elderbird friends wanted the same. No surprise there. Credit for boys, Retail for 

girls” (S, 206, original emphasis).20 

 Porn and prostitution are, of course, very palpable examples of the link 

between sex, gender and consumption, but for Irigaray, the commodification of 

women, or “[t]he economy of exchange – of desire – is man’s business”, born out of 

patriarchal relations. The commodification of women is the basis of the familial 

social order as well as the foundation of economy in the narrow sense: the exchange 

of daughters, sisters and wives as goods (possessing utilitarian value) “stimulates 

other exchanges of ‘wealth’ among groups of men (Irigaray 1985, 177; 170–173). 

From this basic logic that derives from the fathers’, brothers’ and husbands’ 

ownership over the women in their family, the entire economy of desire is born. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Virtually all career options mentioned in the novel  – excluding Lenny’s work within the “Creative 
Economy” – are Media, Credit or Retail. 
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“Man endows the commodities he produces with a narcissism that blurs the 

seriousness of utility, of use. Desire, as soon as there is exchange, ‘perverts’ need” 

(Irigaray 1985, 177), giving birth to the woman as abstraction, as “fetish-objects” 

and manifestations of the power relationships between men (183). This fetishisation 

or sacralisation of the body that also Baudrillard (1970/1998) discusses is, to be sure, 

a gendered affair, though Baudrillard notes that the body fetish also concerns 

masculine bodies to some extent.  

When body becomes a cultural artefact, a form of capital and a fetish, 

for women in particular, beauty becomes an absolute imperative and a form of 

capital – though for Irigaray, beauty does not arise from a woman’s physical 

qualities as such but as a mimetic expression of masculine values (Baudrillard 

1970/1998, 132; Irigaray, 180). For Super’s women, the beauty-imperative, along 

with enhanced opportunities for online purchasing, encourages them to spend their 

hours like Eunice, “shop[ping] with suburban abandon, buy[ing] everything that 

[come] within her grasp”. All women in Year, not merely prostitutes, are objects of 

exchanges as well as drivers of consumer culture, as they, “frightened by the first 

signs of droop and pucker”, spend large amounts of money to have their appearance 

“buffed and tightened and resurfaced, irradiated and despotted” (Y, 264).  

In a culture that sells items are to men and women with the images of 

women that excel in their “FUCKABILITY”, sexuality is transformed from 

sensuality and intimacy into “calculated sexual signification” that serves the 

hegemony of consumption (Baudrillard 1970/1998, 133). Baudrillard (ibid.) 

distinguishes the eroticised body from “the body as a site of fantasy and an abode of 

desire”, the latter being the effect of the consumerist discourse to how we understand 

the (female) body. The reading of these three novels suggests that the body, thus, in 

consumerist discourse, is doubly objectified: first, as an eroticised symbol for desire, 

and second, a project of constant improvement, beautifying – even sacralisation, as I 

discuss in the following chapter. 

 

5.2  Post-Human Services 
!
 
According to Booker, contemporary science fiction shares a general suspicion that 

technological advance is, in essence, dehumanizing (2013, 79). Indeed, in each of the 
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three novels, corporatocracy seems to estrange people from something that has once 

been considered natural or humane. In Super, Lenny is presented in the very first 

pages of the novel as a “Life Lovers Outreach Coordinator (Grade G) of the Post-

Human Services division of the Staatling-Wapachung Corporation” (S, 5; my 

emphasis).21 Even the name of the division explicitly indicates a turn away from, or 

beyond, something that was once considered humane.  

 The mission of Lenny’s employer is to cure death (or rather, offer 

“Exclusive Immortality Assistence”) (5). Lenny’s work is described in exceedingly 

religious terms, suggesting that healthy lifestyle, youth and post-humanity are the 

new religion. Physically, the offices are situated in an old synagogue, the main 

sanctuary being used as the main hallway, and the ark where the Torahs were once 

kept now hosts a schedule board that displays the names of the employees along with 

their latest health check results and “mood + stress indicators” (S, 58). Lenny’s boss, 

Joshie, is described as a messianic figure apotheosized by his employees – Lenny as 

much as compares the uttering of Joshie’s name to a god’s, writing it in capital 

letters: “I heard the murmur of His Name and the clip-clop approach” (S, 63).  

 There is also an indisputably ceremonial and dogmatic undertone in the 

Post-Human Services Division’s corporate culture that emphasizes healthy lifestyle, 

discipline and immortality. Slogans like “Just Say No To Starch” and “Nature Has A 

Lot To Learn From Us” decorate notice boards and desk tops, those granted these 

desks at the office are given a “Desking Ceremony” (“[m]ay you live forever, may 

you never know death, may you float like Joshie, on a newborn’s breath” (S, 122)), 

and those who display disobedience in their appearance, like Lenny, deserve public 

rebuke: “How dare you just waltz back here like that with that body mass index of 

yours?”, slams one of Lenny’s young colleagues (S, 63). The developments in Super 

are a case example of Baudrillard’s notion of the “sacralization of the body”: 

 [The body’s] rediscovery in a spirit of physical and sexual liberation, 
 after a millennial age of Puritanism; its omnipresence (specially the 
 omnipresence of the female body (--)), in advertising, fashion and mass 
 culture; the  hygienic, dietetic, therapeutic cult which surrounds it, the 
 obsession with youth, elegance, virility/femininity, treatments and 
 regimes, and the sacrificial practices attaching to it all bear witness to 
 the fact that the body has today become an object of salvation. It has 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 As the term post-human is used in the division’s name, readers can assume that within the fictional 
reality of the novel, the connotation of the term is desirable and positive. 
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 literally taken over that moral and ideological function from the soul. 
 (1970/1988, 130–132) 
 
This quote from Baudrillard brings all the other aspects regarding the body analyzed 

earlier in this thesis together: the body – as a fetish and a symbol, and as an object 

for death-revoking projects – replaces the immortal soul as “a mythic instance, as 

dogma and as salvational scheme” (1970/1988, 136). 

 The overemphasis on wellness fits well with Staatling-Wapachung’s 

ideology – the ones who are not fit enough are “ITP or Impossible To Preserve” (S, 

35), even if they had enough affluence for the treatments. Similarly in Circle, 

physical health combines seamlessly with the Circle’s ideology of total transparency. 

On her first days at work, Mae visits a company physicist who gives her a wristband 

monitor and a green drink – and only after Mae has ingested the drink does the 

doctor communicate that it contained a sensor to collect all possible health data on 

the wrist monitor. The doctor explains, “If I put it in your hand, you’d hem and haw. 

But the sensor is so small, and it’s organic of course, so you drink it, you don’t 

notice, and it’s over” (C, 154). The sensor collects virtually all imaginable health 

data, form blood pressure and caloric intake to stress, anxiety and posture – because 

“with complete information, we can give better care” (C, 155). The irony is that 

though Mae and her friend at the Circle, Annie, both wear such bracelets, Mae 

experiences several anxiety attacks during her work, Annie even winds up in a coma 

from exhaustion. 

 The body is also a marker of social status. In Super, the “nano-sized” 

(S, 21) Eunice is obsessed with appearance, and keeps close watch of her own 

weight as well as that of her slightly heavier little sister. Lenny’s colleagues shun 

him because of his aged and untrained appearance, and as he begins to make 

improvements, his status inside the company rises. Lenny’s description of the “fat 

man” before his arrest is downright nullifying:  

 And he looked like a nothing. The way people don’t really look 
 anymore. A  fat man with deeply recessed eyes, a collapsed chin, limp 
 and dusty hair, a T-shirt that all but exposed his large breasts, and a 
 gross tent of air atop where one imagined his genitals would be. No 
 one would look at him except me (and then only for a minute), because 
 he was at the margins of society (--). (S, 35) 
 
By describing the man’s perceived lack of genitalia, Lenny also emasculates him – 

reserving gender identity and sexuality only for the physically fit. We have already 
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noticed that Lenny himself is not exactly a personification of the new virtues of 

health and exuberance, and up to a point, the reader is encouraged to empathize with 

him. An ideal reader, however, should also be able to see through Lenny’s faux-

compassionate description of the “fat man”, and understand that though he is our 

identifiable protagonist, Lenny is nonetheless a member of his fictional reality, and 

thus also embodies some of the characteristics the novel sets to criticize.  

 Year also discusses the predominance of appearance and looks. A 

central stage for the novel’s plotline is AnooYoo Spa (stylized for “a new you”), in 

which Lucerne, among other “Compound senior-level wives”, comes to have her 

treatments like “the Luscious Polish, the Plum Skin Plumber, and the AnooYoo 

Fountain of Youth Total Immersion” (Y, 267). After the Gardener’s hiding place has 

become compromised, Toby begins working there under a disguise, and barricades 

herself in the premises after the Waterless Flood hits the city. The implied author 

emphasizes the superficiality of AnooYoo’s treatments by creating a hilarious 

contrast between them and Toby’s ultimate fight for survival in the Spa’s premises. 

Toby survives the scarcity of food by eating jars of “AnooYoo Lemon Meringue 

Facial” (Y, 361), and dresses in the spa’s   

 pink cotton exercise outfits, the loose pants and the T-shirt top with the 
 kissy mouth and the winky eye on the front. Pink canvas sport shoes, of 
 the kind the ladies wore to do their rope skipping and weight training. 
 Broad pink hats. (Y, 365) 
 
Toby realizes the ridiculousness of her situation herself: “If only everything weren’t 

so pink (--). Not an adventurous colour. Terrible choice for camouflage” (ibid.). In 

fact, during her lonely stay in the spa’s premises, Toby contemplates how 

profoundly superfluous the products have become:  

 She could give herself a manicure: there are lots of cosmetic supplies 
 in this place, whole selves of them. (--) But why bother to polish or 
 plump or shed? But why not bother? Either choice is equally pointless. 
 (Y, 237) 
 
In the face of apocalypse and ultimate fight for survival, the complex products and 

services designed to pamper, polish and plush seem ridiculous and 

incomprehensible.   

 Another vehicle to ridicule the cult of appearance are the Mo’Hairs, 

genetically engineered sheep with beautiful rainbow-coloured hairs grown to 

manufacture exquisite hair implants (More hair with Mo’Hair! (Y, 238)). The hair 
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the sheep produce is long, silky and shiny, and thus desired by all affluent 

Compounders. Amanda tells Ren that the Mo’Hair shops in the Sewage Lagoons  

 lured girls in, and once you were in the scalp-transplant room they’d 
 knock you out, and when you woke up you’d not only have different 
 hair but different fingerprints, and then you’d be locked in a membrane 
 house and forced into bristle work, and even if you escaped you’d 
 never be able to prove who you were because they’d stolen your 
 identity. (Y, 142) 

 

In fact, the reader finds out that the Mo’Hair industry is even more destructive for 

the poor sheep. After the Flood, with no one to protect the impractically long-haired 

creatures, they become easy targets for liobams and other genetically enhanced 

predators. Toby watches from her rooftop hideout as the liobams go after a purple 

Mo’Hair, the “pathetic beast” unable to escape due to its “coiffure” (Y, 238). The 

readers should interpret these sections as the implied author’s criticism towards not 

only the vanity of our times, but the dangers of drifting too far into the synthetic 

world and into a way of life that is profoundly unnatural.  

 In fact, the whole of life in Year is characterized by new technologies 

that take predominance over what was once natural: genetically manipulated animal 

species take over the ecological niches of their organic ancestors, and chicken 

breasts that grow in bunches like grapes predominate the meat-market. Sure enough, 

that society, like the one portrayed in Super, has engendered a company that is 

working to develop ways to avoid dying. Instead of the word death, the company, 

CryoJeenyus, refers to a “life-suspending event”, upon which the person who has 

made an expensive deal with the company will be deep-frozen until the technologies 

necessary for “re-animation” are developed (M, 309). 

 The God’s Gardeners function as a crucial satirical contrast to the 

science fiction of artificial foods, genetic manipulation and youth-preservation. The 

sect leads an ascetic life in their rooftop garden, growing their own plant foods, 

disavowing technological appliances, modern clothing or any kind of appearance 

enhancements. In their dogma, death is a necessary component and maintainer of 

life. As they teach at the Gardener school, “Imagine how terrible it would be if there 

were no death!” (Y, 3; original emphasis). For the Gardeners, there is no afterlife to 

reward a life of devotion – the consolation is in returning to the natural circulation of 

material, in handing in the building blocks of their physical bodies to nature. For the 

Gardeners, both the unthinkability and fear of dying, as well as death itself, are 
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natural and inevitable: “no matter how much you’ve been warned, death always 

comes without knocking”, says Adam One, a leader of God’s Gardeners (3). Other 

inhabitants of Atwood’s fictional reality, who lack the religious reassurance of life’s 

meaning and the connection with nature the Gardeners have, are much like 

Shteyngart’s Lenny and Joshie – obsessed with youth, appearance, and eternal life.  

 The implied author emphasizes the destructiveness of the quest for 

immortality by unveiling, in the final part of the trilogy, that Crake was in fact able 

to develop his new humanoids, the Crakers, and the super virus, under the guise of 

finding a cure for death. It is interesting to note that Crake, though he has apparently 

hated his current society profoundly enough to plan for its entire abolishment, has 

nonetheless designed his new human race to comply with its most superficial 

standards. Though the Crakers are designed to live in total harmony with nature, 

upon her first encounter with them, Ren describes their look as unnatural: “They’re 

too good-looking – way too perfect. They look like ads for the AnooYoo spas. 

Bimblants [breast implants] and totally waxed – no body hair at all. Resurfaced. 

Airbrushed” (Y, 408). The irony, of course, is that what for humans was a result of 

endless treatments, regimes and “unnatural” additions and removals, comes perfectly 

naturally for the Crakers. Furthermore, they themselves do not realize nor care about 

their stunning beauty – for them, appearance does not carry any signification, and 

their partner selection and copulation are based on instinct and women’s fertile cycle 

rather than an around-the-clock sexual drive.  

 Depicting developments that go beyond what is considered “natural” is 

univocally satiric. For instance, Lenny’s boss, Joshie – the founder of the company 

and the first guinea pig for all the new youth-inducing technologies – is, at seventy, 

as fit and firm as a twenty-year-old. Lenny is jealous of his boss’ immortality and 

frightened by his own inevitable annihilation. Yet even Lenny’s words of admiration 

of Joshie’s youthful appearance are delivered through a technological metaphor of a 

well-functioning machine, revealing the unnatural order of his state: 

Joshie straightened up and I could see the muscle tone, the deep-veined 
reality of what he was becoming, the little machines burrowing inside 
him, clearing up what had gone wrong, rewiring, resetting the 
odometer on every cell. (S, 218)  
 

Illustrative of Joshie’s inhuman state (and a satiric detail par excellence) is the fact 

he actually plans to have his heart removed as a “[U]seless muscle” (S, 295). This 
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exaggeration of the “godlessness” of the era encourages the reader to be appalled by 

the synthetics of the new world, by the worship of youth replacing the worship of 

god, by the turning of a temple from a work of art into an altar for appearances, 

consumption and corporatocracy. Criticism of materialism, superficiality and 

alienation is, in fact, a very conventional target for satirical criticism, as is the 

contrast between nature and culture, human and machine (Kivistö, 12–13).  

 A similar contrast between nature and culture is visible in Circle. The 

dainty, delicate Mae, with her ingested health sensor and her SeeChange camera, 

represents development, technology and society – in a word, culture. Her former 

boyfriend, Mercer is a bulky, hefty craftsman who makes chandeliers out of road-kill 

deer antlers, enjoys hiking and kayaking and frowns upon new technologies. If Mae 

is culture incorporated, Mercer is its classical counterpart, nature. In fact, the 

narrative depicts a development which estranges Mae not only from her parents and 

from Mercer, but also from nature: in the first book of the narrative, episodes in 

which Mae kayaks, or at least thinks or talks about kayaking (she drives by the beach 

whenever she visits her parents), abound – in book II, she drives by the bay several 

times without the opportunity of kayaking ever occurring to her. When Mercer 

drives off a cliff in front of Mae’s millions of watchers, the reader has no difficulty 

in interpreting the implied author’s meaning: that it is, in fact, Culture and 

Technology that are chasing Nature towards inevitable annihilation. 

5.3  The possibility of love  

!
Airaksinen says, with arguably some irony, that it is difficult to understand who can 

still tolerate love, and asks why does humanity not openly transfer to sex and sadism 

(1999, 189). Many other theorists have come to the conclusion that in a 

commodified, consumerist discourse there is not much room for friendship or love. 

Baudrillard defines alienation as the “the generalized pattern of individual and social 

life governed by commodity logic” – commodity logic governs no longer merely 

labour, “but the whole culture, sexuality and human relationships”. (1970/1998, 

191.) Also for Simmel, the result of increased urbanization and enhanced capitalism 

is that all relationships fall under increasingly complicated and mediated exchange 

logics that no longer follow the logic of reciprocity. (Simmel 1900, 486–489). 

Airaksinen maintains that the devaluation of love arises not from the 
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commodification of the object of love, but from the fact that we treat our loved ones 

like money, a common resource which we can use as a means to acquire enjoyment 

and display success (2001, 240).  

 In Super, though norms regarding sex and relationships, on the surface, 

are hyper-permissive, forming and maintaining meaningful relationships seems to 

have become, if anything, more difficult. Lenny’s and Eunice’s relationships – with 

each other and with other people around them – indicate that the society in which 

they live somehow threatens genuine friendship and selfless affection. Eunice’s 

friend tries to put these feelings to words in her messages to Eunice: “It’s like I’m 

floating around and the moment anyone gets near me or I get near anyone there’s 

just this STATIC. (--) How am I supposed to even verbal back and does it even 

matter what comes out?” (S, 46). Eunice’s and her peers’ messages vary between 

self-assured reports on clothes, boyfriends and their looks, and lines that convey 

uncertainty of their own self-worth and utter disconnectedness from others around 

them. Lenny’s encounter with his “best friends”, Noah and Vishnu, further 

demonstrates that also friendship is subject to similar superficiality: 

 The three of us hugged one another close, in a kind of overdone way, 
 touching buttocks and flailing at each other genitally. We all grew up 
 with a fairly tense idea of male friendship, for which the permissive 
 times now allowed us to compensate, and often I wished that our crude 
 words and endless posturing were code for affection and 
 understanding. (S, 84) 
 

A few lines later, Lenny makes an effort to describe his impressions of his life in 

Rome and relate his contemplations amidst Roman architecture, but is swiftly 

interrupted by Noah’s challenge – “You have to fuck either Mother Theresa or 

Margaret Thatcher” – to which Lenny resignedly comments, “This is the only way 

men could talk anymore” (S, 86).  

 The superficiality and artificiality of the reunion is emphasized by the 

fact that Noah is recording the entire evening and airing it live online. His 

commentary to his viewers cuts off the friends’ conversation and turns it into an act 

or a performance – Noah as much as steers Lenny’s narrative, discouraging themes 

that decrease the amount of viewers. Circle features a very similar scene, in which 

Annie returns to the Circle from a long business trip, during which Mae has “gone 

transparent”. Mae has looked forward to seeing her best friend again, but when the 

two finally meet, the encounter is depicted as shallow and unsatisfactory. In fact, 
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Annie’s first attempts to avoid Mae, and when forced to greet her, “smiles a 

practiced, exhausted smile” and engages in a “semiperformative dialogue”, the 

artificiality of which both women recognize (C, 348; 351). Though the two later 

meet also behind cameras, their friendship has changed permanently.  

 Real love is an even rarer commodity in the novels than real friendship. 

Lenny’s selfless love for Eunice, to which he himself finds many literary paragons, 

is, in fact, very self-serving. Though Lenny obviously likes to see himself as an 

anachronic, suffering figure and the last cultured lover of words, books and 

education, his contemplations on Eunice reveal that his motives for loving her are 

well in sync with his youth-fetishizing, appearance-worshipping times. He is 

profoundly aware of the impact of a companion like Eunice on his social status. He 

takes pride in her success in “FUCKABILITY” ratings, and notices with joy that 

“when I put my hand around her my MALE HOTNESS shot up by a hundred 

points” (S, 153). Even though Lenny expresses concern in the revealing female 

fashion, imagining Eunice “with her labia and behind exposed to the passersby” 

makes him feel “a frisson of eroticism (--), not to mention social positioning. Others 

would see her little landing strip and think highly of me” (S, 209). Lenny assures he 

loves and wishes to care for Eunice, yet speaks of her in profoundly objectifying 

terms. 

 Similarly, Mae’s relationship with Francis seems dysfunctional from 

the start. For Francis, who decided to record and distribute his intimate moment with 

Mae (see chapter 2.2. of this thesis), sex with a girl is a scarce resource, the 

acquisition of which potentially brings along a status of “some stud”, so he wants to 

make the most of it in terms of both enjoyment and display. When Mae reaches for 

Francis’ phone to delete the video, Francis protests that it is his, to which Mae 

replies: “It’s yours? What we just did is yours?”, exposing Francis’ understanding of 

sex as a thing he has been given rather than something reciprocal and shared (C, 203, 

original emphasis). Mae, however, is no better. She is described more than once in 

the novel to be “thrilled at her power over him”, never that she would be in love (C, 

202; 378). More than once, Francis disappoints her, and more than once, she patches 

up and returns to a disillusioning relationship because “everyone else in her life had, 

for the time being, abandoned her” (C, 377).  

 Francis, as the case with the secret camera already proved, has equally 

misguided ideas about relationships. After Mae and Francis have reconciled and 
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established a relationship, Francis begins asking Mae to rate his each sexual 

performance with the same kind of percentage-based system every work 

performance is rated at the Circle. This emphasizes the transaction-like nature of 

their relationship – though each experience, from Mae’s point of view, is all but a 

bitter disappointment, she always, mundanely and resignedly “gives him a 100” (C, 

413). With Kalden, on the other hand, Mae experiences a sexually satisfying yet 

emotionally confusing relationship, her feelings about him and his mysteriousness 

varying from “intriguing” to “annoying” and finally “exasperating” (C, 172). 

 Due to a similar course of events, Mae looses touch with her parents 

(see chapter 3.2 of this thesis) – yet, on both cases, refuses to recognize these losses. 

On the last page of the novel, she is determined that “they would find each other, 

soon enough, in a world where everyone could know each other truly and wholly, 

without secrets, without shame and without the need for permission to see or to 

know, without the selfish hoarding of life”. Mae even fantasizes about technological 

tools to unveil what Annie (who, at the end of then novel, is sunken into a coma 

from stress-induced exhaustion) is thinking – mistaking coerced transparency for 

genuine affection, intimacy and trust between people. 

 In Year, and in fact in the entire Maddaddam trilogy, prevailing 

mediated representations of female sexuality impede identification and empathy 

between men and women – Jimmy, for instance, is often depicted in Oryx and Crake 

as being unable to carry out fulfilling, respectful relationships with women. He is in 

love with Oryx, and is therefore unable to grasp the power relationship that is at 

play. As Ryle also points out, when Jimmy expresses outrage after an account of one 

of Oryx’s past abusers, Oryx says: “He never did anything with me that you don’t 

do” (C, 166), refusing to understand what Jimmy means when he argues she is with 

him from free will. For Ryle, this exhibits Oryx’s absolute subjugation – she has 

never possessed autonomy over her sexuality, so questions of coercion and consent 

are meaningless (Ryle 2008, 112). In Year, Ren expresses a thought very similar to 

Oryx’s and Jimmy’s conversation: “guys hate to picture other guys doing sex things 

with you that they want to do themselves” (Y, 396). Oryx’s and Ren’s comments 

suggest a possessive power relationship that the girls see – and the men they know 

cannot – in all relationships between men and women. 

 The women’s comments indicate scepticism and mistrust towards love 

and relationships. Ren’s comment above was made about an old childhood friend, 
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Croze, whom she should be able to trust; yet she regards him as just another example 

of “a guy” wanting to do “sex things” with her. In fact, when Croze and two other 

old Gardener friends, Shackie and Oates, find Ren and Amanda at Scales after the 

pandemic, Ren suggest locking the boys in their rooms because she is afraid they 

will use her as “a time-share meat-hole” (Y, 336) – something that the ex-Painballers 

actually do to the girls when they abduct them at the end of the novel. Particularly 

interesting is the short sequence in Year, in which Ren observes Oryx and Crake 

when the two are customers at Scales and Tails. Ren can immediately recognize 

Oryx’s background, as a “girl for rent” like Ren herself: “she was acting all the time, 

giving nothing away of herself”. Crake, on the other hand, is obviously in love with 

her: “Glenn acted like she was the first, last, and only girl on the planet” (Y, 306). 

There is a similarity with this scene with Ren’s reports of Amanda’s persistence to 

see everything as a trade because “giving things for nothing was too soft” (Y, 324). 

Despite having left their earlier lives behind, all three women – Ren, Amanda, and 

Oryx – hold on to their roles – and recognize each others’– as rented-out products, 

refusing to form altruistic relationships or rely on other people. 

6  What creates a corporatocracy? 

!
Thus far, the dystopian warning etching out of the analysis is the realization that 

corporatocracy, having the means to normalize a hegemonic discourse that promotes 

excessive consumerism, has the disquieting effect of alienating its subjects from 

things that have been considered desirable or even natural for human beings. 

Consumerist discourse, permeating all aspects of public and private life, turns 

individuals from citizens to consumers, from God-fearing mortals to youth-

worshipping cyborgs, and from lovers and friends to body fetishises and markers of 

social status. Though this is certainly true to some extent, the novels also ask a more 

compelling question. Analyzing her six classics of Western dystopian fiction, 

Gottlieb maintains that they all “make an attempt of at a more or less comprehensive 

understanding of the ideological thinking that shapes and lends legitimacy to total 

state control so they can warn against such developments in their own society” 

(2001, 41). As my research with Circle, Super and Year advanced, it became 

apparent that the novels share this ambition with their predecessors.  
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 When we are dealing with the contemporary society – mass media, 

consumerism, sexualisation, and so forth – for Baudrillard, the question, in fact, is 

essentially a question of human nature (1983/2008, 119). One explanation to what 

brings about corporatocracy comes from Margaret Atwood herself. An observation 

regarding the Crakers in the Maddaddam trilogy, pointed out by Ryle (2008, 106–

107) in his analysis of Oryx and Crake, remains valid also in the case of the sequel: 

the Crakers, who only copulate to reproduce and are not subject to emotions like 

possessiveness, violence, rivalry or jealousy – and have no incentive to religiousness 

– are also unable to think abstractly or express ideas beyond their pragmatic every-

day concerns. The bargain that Atwood suggests, thus, according to Ryle (ibid.), is 

straightforward: eliminate murderous rage caused by male sexual frustration, 

eliminate religiousness and all the corollaries it brings – and end up with a post-

human race that has no fear of dying and is uninterested in any kind of behaviour 

that would prove socially or ecologically disruptive, but would also never has 

incentives for abstract thinking, or even selfless affection between individuals. 

Atwood, then, seems to suggest that the human essence, in its core, contains both an 

impulsive to accomplish great things as well as to act disruptively – and that human 

society, necessarily, contains and always has contained both these two elements.  

 In my reading, the purpose of satire in the novels is not only to point 

out the disruptive developments I have analyzed earlier in thesis, but also to criticize 

false nostalgia. This means that the dystopian tendencies the novels depict are rooted 

much deeper than capitalism, consumerism or pornification, and stem from the 

human nature’s inherent tendency for great deeds of both good and evil.  

6.1 Damsels in distress 

!
It is tempting to see the developments regarding gender and sexuality analyzed 

earlier – extreme objectification of women in the mainstream media and the sex 

trade and hard porn – as results of corporatocracy and consumerism, a Baudrillardian 

spread of the commodity logic to all aspects of human existence. Pornification as a 

concept, however does not explicitly imply whether or not it is a phenomenon that 

should rouse worry. If one agrees that sexuality is an important aspect of life and 

frowns upon censorship of cultural contents, why moralize the visibility and 

commodification of sexual imagery?  
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 The novels offer an interesting comparison in their replies to this 

question. Super parallels these developments with the messages Eunice exchanges 

with her Korea-born mother. The contrast between Eunice’s two cultural spheres is 

garish. Her mother writes to her: “You must study and when you study you must not 

do anything! Dating nice boy extra. But all the time you must to be careful with him 

because you are woman. Do not give away mystery” (S, 29). The notion Eunice’s 

mother implicates is evidently patriarchal: virginity, in this discourse, is “pure 

exchange value” that functions as the highest currency in male-dominated social 

exchange (Irigaray 1985, 186). The other two roles possible for women, those of the 

mother and the prostitute, are alternative phenotypes of the same logic. Eunice’s 

mother, representing the former, is concerned that once the “mystery” has been 

given away, no other role is possible for Eunice than the latter.  

In Eunice’s childhood home, furthermore, the father is a cruel tyrant 

whose violent outbursts have frequently forced the rest of the family into temporary 

exile from their home. By contrasting the outright, yet consensual, “indecency” of 

the young, on the one hand, and Eunice’s parents’ patriarchal and submissive notions 

of appropriateness for women, on the other, Super points criticism to both directions; 

towards sexualizing and objectifying culture as well as tradition aimed at protecting 

“the mystery”. Eunice and her friend also convey their affection in their messages by 

calling each other “twat”, “hoo-kah [hooker]”, “slut”, and “betch [bitch]”. The 

appropriation of these pejorative feminine slurs could be understood as positive 

resistance similar to some African-American subcultures’ appropriation of the word 

“nigger”, or sexual minorities’ use of the word “queer”.  

 Eunice’s peers’ open discussion about sex, their sexual relationships 

with men and active refusal of labels traditionally assigned to women who have 

“given away the mystery” puts the patriarchal fear for women’s purity into the 

spotlight. Similarly, Irigaray (1985) asks whether pornography could serve to 

unmask women’s sexual subjection by bringing the social order out from “the 

hiding-place of its repressions”: if pornography is able to display and underline the 

existing patriarchy (or, for Irigaray, phallocracy), Irigaray suggests, could it also 

serve to make a different sexual economy possible (203)?  

 Eunice regards herself, Lenny, and the world around her very 

differently than her lover. Lenny’s values, memories and ethics locate him in a 

temporal slot very close to that of the readers’, so his displeasure of the changing 
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social reality and bafflement of its new ethics and norms do evoke deep sympathy in 

the reader. Yet, the reader can also see the futility of Lenny’s struggle, as well as its 

egotistic bedrock: as an eager reader, Lenny is like the postmodern Don Quixote – 

19th and 20th century classics (such as Chekov’s novella Three Years and Kundera’s 

Unbearable Lightness of Being) are his chivalry novels, aging and death his 

windmills, and Eunice his young Dulcinea – who, much like her paragon, has a real 

origin but is eventually first and foremost the product of the poor protagonists’ 

romanticizing imagination. Lenny is also much like Atwood’s Jimmy, the 

protagonist of Oryx and Crake who also appears in Year. He, too, is an enthusiastic 

reader, tragic in his anachronistic infatuation with stories and words and 

incompetence in the elite skills of natural sciences. His idolized Dulcinea is the 

former prostitute Oryx, but this, as well as his other love affairs, gains a new 

perspective when the narrative responsibility is given to Ren in the sequel. Jimmy is 

also a fond reader of old classics, and had similar chivalrous ideals about the roles of 

men and women – which he insouciantly imposes on Oryx, who in reality has no 

desire to play the damsel in distress.  

 Ren, on the other hand, is a product of her era, and has a very different 

perspective on the pre-apocalyptic social order and gender roles. Brooks Bouson 

(2011) argues that the middle-aged Toby and the young girls, Ren and Amanda, 

represent, respectively, “the generational divide between feminists and 

postfeminists” (14). For Brooks Bouson, Ren “seemingly chooses, or at least 

accepts, her own sexual commodification and humiliation”, and Toby is the 

“feminist heroine” (23). Ren’s choice of occupation, however, is not mere illusion or 

submission, but also a decision made out of a longing to control her own life. Ren, in 

fact, had a chance to live and work at AnooYoo, under the watchful eyes of Toby, 

but she decided against it:  

 I wanted to be someone else entirely, I didn’t want to owe anyone 
 anything, or to be owed anything either. (--) there was no safe place for 
 me; and if I had to be in an unsafe place it might as well be an unsafe 
 place where I was appreciated (301–302).  
 
The choices Ren have in the unbridled patriarchy are, of course, exceedingly limited: 

the threat of violence and victimisation is genuine whichever fate she chooses. In 

that respect, Brooks Bousin is right in giving her laudatory epithet to Toby. 

Nonetheless, wondering what the Gardeners she used to know would think of her 
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profession, Ren comes to list many sides of the anti-porn debate, like the traditional 

notions of female decency and victimhood: 

 Some of them would be disappointed, like Adam One. Bernice would 
 say I was backslidden and it served me right. Lucerne would say I’m a 
 slut, and I’d say it takes one to know one. Pilar would look at me 
 wisely. Shackie and Croze would laugh. Toby would be mad at Scales. 
 What about Zeb? I think he’d try to rescue me because it would be a 
 challenge. (Y, 58) 
 

Her friend Amanda’s opinion Ren already knows: “She doesn’t judge. She says you 

trade what you have. You don’t always have choices” (ibid.).  

 The Gardener’s hypothetical criticism of prostitution appears 

particularly hypocritical when the reader discovers that one of the children, Bernice, 

was molested by her father for years without interference from the Gardeners. The 

parallel to Eunice’s situation is evident. Pornography and prostitution have, in fact, 

traditionally been criticized from a moral viewpoint as threats to conservative 

notions of decency and to nuclear family values. This point of view is often founded 

on the belief that sexuality is only legitimately expressed within the realm of a life-

long hetero-sexual marriage (McNair 2000, 78). Despite their portrayal of the evils 

of the sex industries, the novels, in my reading, also refute conservative ideas of 

sexuality by depicting maltreatment that takes place within the hetero-sexual nuclear 

family: Eunice’s father’s violence towards his wife and daughters, and Bernice’s 

father’s abuse of her daughter. These kinds of readings further suggest that the sex 

industry does not intrinsically degrade and defile female sexuality. As some pro-

pornography feminists have noted, porn can allow for actively contesting male 

domination in the sexual sphere and overturning the myth of female sexual passivity 

(see e.g. McNair 2000, 97–99).  

 The women in the novels, then, are not mere victims of sexual 

commodification, but – within the very limited scope assigned for them in an 

ultimately patriarchal society – subjects that actively reject traditional notions of 

female decency and negotiate and perform their sexuality in terms of the new 

culture. However, it is important to note that many problems within the porn industry 

remain: as Nikunen, Paasonen and Saarenmaa note, in contemporary cultural 

production, the increased visibility of pornographic content is founded on 

predictable, gendered and heterosexual power relationships (2005, 14). The roles of 

the virgin, mother, and prostitute are essentially similar, as in all of these roles the 
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woman serves as the locus of male desire without the right to her own desire 

(Irigaray 1985, 187). Particularly some feminist antipornography thinkers have 

expressed a concern that mainstream pornography – and the imagery it has spread to 

mainstream cultural production and advertising – reinforces and reproduces 

patriarchy by representing women in subordinate position vis á vis male sexuality 

(McNair 2000, 79). Also Irigaray states that women, finally, can have nothing to say 

in the pornographic scene, but “listen and repeat the teaching that a libertine master 

is addressing” (1985, 198).  

 The women in the novels might engage in active resistance of their 

parent’s patriarchal values, but they do so in a culture that is founded on the very 

same values – only the manifestations of patriarchy have changed. Though I would 

not completely accept Brooks Bouson’s argument that as “a product of her 

postfeminist culture with its bottom-line corporate business culture mentality, Ren (-

-) views herself solely as a sexual commodity” (2011, 14), she and Amanda are 

indubitably aware that sometimes they have no other choices to make, that there is 

“no safe place” for them. A final demonstration of the threats even self-reliant 

women like Ren and Amanda face is found at the end of Year, when both girls are 

abducted and subjected to ruthless sexual abuse by three released Painballers, and 

rescued finally in Maddaddam by Toby, the “feminist heroine”.   

6.2 “I want proof that I existed.” 

!
For Gottlieb, our essential yearning for immortality is a pillar for totalitarianism:  

 People are drawn to the security offered by belonging to a community, 
 to the implicit promise of sharing in a collective immortality. (--) In 
 their dystopian novels Zamiatin, Huxley, and Orwell present the 
 totalitarian state as a primitive state religion that can exert its power 
 over the true believers because of their initial need to find a framework 
 for human continuity in the face of death. (2001, 39–40) 
 

In fact, Circle’s Mae expresses a similar longing in her discussion with Ty: “‘I want 

to be seen. I want proof that I existed,’” to which Ty replies: “‘Most people would 

trade everything they know, everyone they know – they’d trade it all to know 

they’ve been seen, and acknowledged, that they might be remembered. We all know 

we die.’ (C, 485; original emphasis). Super suggest a similar willingness to be 

remembered in Lenny’s contemplation on a violent rebellion: “What if the violence 
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was actually channelling our collective fear into a kind of momentary clarity, the 

clarity of being alive during conclusive times, the joy of being historically important 

by association?” (S, 159).  

 A sence of importance is, no doubt, a familiar feeling for Circle’s 

Mercer. Although the implied author evidently encourages the reader to identify with 

him, he is not left without ridicule himself. Mercer is presented to the reader, it is in 

a discussion in which Mae says she has encountered a very minor critique in social 

media regarding Mercer’s company. After Mae’s description, “Mercer exhaled 

theatrically. [--] His face had gone sour. ‘Don’t worry,’ [Mae] said. ‘It was just some 

nutjob.’ ‘And now it’s in my head. (--) You just made me aware that there is a 

person who hates me and wants to hurt my business.’” (129; my emphases). Mae 

often interprets Mercer’s actions with unfavourable adjectives like “prickly, moody, 

high-handed” (130), but the adverb theatrically in the quotation above cannot be 

unambiguously traced back to her, and might just as well belong to the narrator. 

Moreover, even with out it, the reader would surely be able to pick up Mercer’s 

overly-dramatic, childish reaction (“hates me and wants to hurt my business”) to an 

unfavourable yet quite normal feedback. Though Mercer is indubitably intended to 

mirror the reader’s feelings, the novel’s satirist perhaps also encourages the reader to 

see his death as slightly dramatic and theatrical, perhaps even unnecessary. Aiming 

satire to both directions, the implied author encourages the reader to escape two-

dimensional notions of culpability, and see that even the praised Mercer – and 

through him, the reader, too – have their flaws. 

 In Lenny’s admiration of the Pantheon and his haughty praise of the 

“primitive man’s hankerings for immortality” that have realized it (S, 6), Lenny 

reveals an important truth about humanity; namely, that even the “primitive man” 

did, indeed, hanker for immortality just like Lenny, his co-workers and his boss do. 

After reading the depiction of Joshies decline, their hankerings, in fact, prove much 

more prolific and long-lived – only a rapidly deteriorating body is left as a 

monument of Joshie’s combat. The fear of dying also explains some of Lenny’s 

profound admiration of, and obsession over, Eunice. At the very beginning of the 

novel, Lenny compares his Italian lover, Fabrizia, to Eunice: 

 Fabrizia. Her body conquered small armies of hair, her curves fixed by 
 carbohydrates, nothing but the Old World and its dying nonelectronic 
 corporeality. And in front of me, Eunice Park. A nano-sized woman 
 who had likely never known the tickle of her own pubic hair, who 
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 lacked both breast and scent, who existed as easily on an äppärät screen 
 as on the street before me. (S, 21) 
 

Lenny is infatuated by how much Eunice Park is the embodiment of the virtues 

Lenny desperately seeks: she is young and healthy and up to speed with the times – 

much further away from dying than Fabrizia, with her human odours, hairiness and 

curves. And much, much further away from dying than Lenny, who, in fact, is the 

male equivalent of Fabrizia, with his hairy arms and constant sweating criticized by 

Eunice, with his love for tortelli lucchesi and old books. As he tells his friend’s 

spouse, Grace, “I guess in some ridiculous way I think Eunice will let me live 

forever” (S, 154). Lenny’s fantasies of immortality and of Eunice are, in fact, one 

and the same.  

 Airaksinen (1999) is inexorable in his analysis of the want of eternal 

life, depicting it as a symptom of a culture that is irrevocably infantile: “When a 

human seeks eternal life and refuses to die when the end is nigh, she replaces the 

structure of time with her mental images” (182–3).22 This, for Airaksinen, is also the 

cause of the devaluation of religions, which cannot offer the new infantile people 

what they most desperately want: namely, a promise that they and their mental 

images will survive through times (185–6). What religion can no longer offer, 

corporatocracy rushes in to reimburse in the novels: as I already point out earlier in 

this thesis, in Super, Lenny’s company is the herald of the new era, a symbol of a 

new type of corporation that will stand in the frontlines of the new world order. 

Joshie’s prep talk to his entire staff after the uprising of some LNWI’s illustrates this 

aptly: 

 I say to all the naysayers: The best is yet to come.  
 ‘Because we are the last, best hope for this nation’s future.’  
 ‘We are the creative economy.’ 
 ‘And we will prevail!’ (S, 181) 

It is certainly no coincidence that right after the depiction this sermon-like delivery 

of Joshie’s, Lenny begins the next paragraph in his journal with a depiction of a 

church visit with Eunice: “I had never dressed for church before, and my synagogue 

days were a quarter of a century behind me, Yahweh be praised” (S, 181).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 “Kun ihminen tavoittelee ikuista elämää ja kieltäytyy kuolemasta, silloin kun loppu on käsillä, hän 
korvaa ajan rakenteen mielikuvillaan.” My translation. 
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 In fact, Lenny describes on several occasions society and his peers as 

non-religious; at a mass at Eunice’s congregation, listening to blood and thunder 

from the priest, he is puzzled by their fate and contemptuous of the sermon. The 

worldliness of society is accentuated by the fact during the Rupture, Lenny’s friend 

Noah get’s on a ferry that a few moments later is bombed to bits. In the Bible, 

Noah’s ark saved all the animals, but in society depicted by Super, Noah’s ferry 

named ARA Transport (only one letter distinguishing the name from the word ‘ark’), 

sinks. On another occasion, Lenny compares Eunice’s shopping to religion: 

Her face was steely, concentrated, the mouth slightly open. Here was 
 the anxiety of choice, the pain of living without history, the pain of 
 some higher  need. I felt humbled by this world, awed by its religiosity, 
 the attempt to extract meaning from an artefact that contained mostly 
 thread. If only beauty would explain the world away. If only a 
 nippleless bra could make it all work. (209; my italics) 

 

Lenny analyzes Eunice’s need for shopping as a cause of the meaninglessness of 

existence experienced by contemporary youth, their lack of history and their anxiety 

caused by the abundance of choices. The contrast between Lenny’s contempt over 

the pious and the apparent religious nature of work at Post-Human services is, first, 

hilarious, but towards the end, saddening. 

 Similarly in Circle, the Circle’s rhetoric shows a clear mark of 

religiousness. It is not at all coincidental that in the company’s sociolect, the three 

founders are reffered to as the “Three Wise Men”.23 In fact, after Mae has publically 

declared that the Circle could eliminate representational democracy and goes out 

with Francis to celebrate her brave idea, the couple encounters a middle-aged man 

who, in a state of moved inebriation, declares humans as the new Gods: 

‘You and yours at the Circle (--) you’re gonna save all the souls. 
 You’re gonna get everyone in one place, you’re gonna teach them all 
 the same things. There can be one morality, one set of rules. (--) Now 
 all humans will have the eyes of God. (--) We’ll see what He sees. (--) 
 Now we’re all God. Every one of us will soon be able to see, and cast 
 judgement upon, every other. (--) We’ll articulate His judgement. 
 We’ll channel His wrath and deliver His forgiveness.’ (C, 395) 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23According to the Gospel of Matthew, King Herod was frightened by rumours of the Messiah being 
born and sent three wise men to find him. The wise men find the Messiah and bring him precious 
gifts. They, however, do not reveal their finding to King Herod, after being warned against it in a 
dream. Matt. 2:1–12. 
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The irony in this case lies, in fact, in the truthfulness of the drunken man’s words, to 

which Mae and Francis openly snicker: a hundred pages later Ty tells Mae Eamon 

Bailey has had similar visions in mind for the Circle.  

 ‘He truly believes that openness, that complete and uninterrupted 
 access among all humans will help the world. That this is what the 
 world’s been waiting for, the moment when every soul is connected. 
 This is his rapture, Mae!’ (484, my emphasis)24  
 
Sadly, “paired with capitalistic ambition”, the result is not utopia come true but a 

beast like the shark one of the founders of the Circle bought for the company: “[it] 

devoured every creature in the tank and turned them to ash” (484–5). Also after “the 

Rupture” in the end of Super, the new corporate gods, Staatling-Wapachung in front, 

take over and enforce a corporate rule in the United State. In fact, the three novels 

employ strikingly similar, religious rhetoric – Circle and Super refer to a rapture, and 

in Year, the apocalypse is called “a Waterless Flood”, a reference to the flood that 

washed away all corruption in the Bible. 

 Unlike in the other two novels, in Year, religions are thriving in the 

chaotic existence of particularly the Pleeplands. The implied author satirizes this by 

marching out imaginative cults, each slightly more ridiculous than the other. There 

are, for example, Petrobaptists, who believe that Christ, in fact, did not turn water 

into wine, but petrol. There are the Wolf Isaiahists and Lion Isaiahists, sworn foes 

who “were at odds over whether it was the lion or the wolf that would lie down with 

the lamb once the Peaceable Kingdom had arrived” (Y, 39). Then there are the 

God’s Gardeners, who cultivate a bizarre dogma that combines the anticipation of an 

apocalypse with Judeo-Christian tradition, natural science, and ecological idealism: 

“Remember the first sentences of those human words of God: the Earth is without 

form, and void, and then God speaks Light into being. This is the moment that 

Science terms ‘The Big Bang’” (Y, 11–12).  

 By piggybacking on religious terminology, the novels draw a clear 

parallel between dystopian developments and religiousness. According to Brooks 

Bouson, the God’s Gardeners channel the key criticism in the novel:  

 [I]n Adam One’s sermons (--), Atwood gives expression to her long-
 held environmental concerns that humanity – plagued by the global 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24In Christian eschatology, “Rapture” refers to the belief that upon the second coming of Christ, all 
believers who have died and who still live are lifted to Heaven to meet the Lord. 
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 ‘virus’ of Americanism – is greedily consuming and destroying the 
 environment. (Bouson 2011, 19)  
 
One cannot but agree with the Gardeners in this respect – the earth in Year is barren 

and arid, most plants and animals extinct, and society in all possible measures 

insufferable.25 However, the Gardener’s – along with other imaginative religions 

present in the novels, also get their fair share of the implied author’s ridicule: their 

“more wild-eyed and possibly overdosed ones [are] under the illusion that [they] can 

converse with birds” (Y, 3) and their leader, in Toby’s opinion, is dressed in a caftan 

that looks like “it had been sown by elves on hash” (Y, 39).  

 The God’s Gardeners are contemptuous of the old dogmatic religions, 

referring to their creationist teachings as a deception and an underestimation of the 

omnipotence of god: “Unlike some other religions, we have never felt it served a 

higher purpose to lie to children about geology” (Y, 11). This notion is a part of 

Adam One’s speech (or more so a sermon) to his congregation. He continues to 

explain the union with religion and science further in the speech: 

“We are told that, on the fifth day of God’s creating activities, the 
 waters brought forth the Creatures, and in the sixth day the dry land 
 was populated with Animals, and with Plants and Trees (--). According 
 to Science, this is the same order in which the species did in fact appear 
 on the Planet, Man last of all. Or more or less the same order. Or close 
 enough” (Y 12). 

 
The last two sentences appear as an ironic commentary by the implied author, 

suggesting perhaps that like all religions, the Gardeners do also manipulate 

information to suit their own ends. Depiction of religiousness in Year – like in Circle 

and Super – thus, is also draws attention to human’s infinite need to believe in 

something greater and to be lead by an authority. 

6.3 No desire to know 

!
For Baudrillard (1983/2008), to be concerned about the power of media and 

advertising is to believe that there exists “a human nature and a social essence 

somewhere with their own values and will”. This means that there would exist an 

objective truth of public opinion, which media would be able to distort and from 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Interestingly, in the hymn, it is not God who avenges the destruction of His beloved ecosystem, but 
it’s for the Gardeners to arise and restore the garden to life – another example of the strange mixture 
of traditions of the Gardener dogma. 
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which individuals thus can become alienated (119). Baudrillard, questioning the 

Enlightenment-based notion of the masses as alienated and the unconscious as 

repressed, urges his readers “if only for the sake of change (--) to conceive of the 

masses, the object-masses, as possessing a delusive, illusive, allusive strategy, 

corresponding to an unconscious that is finally ironic, joyous and seductive” (128).  

For Baudrillard, politicians, advertisers and marketers do not alienate us from our 

essential subjectivity – rather, the masses have always been “pure object” (123).  

 At least from the point of view of Griffin’ satire as  

 open-ended, essayistic, ambiguous in it’s relationship with history, 
 uncertain in it’s political effect, resistant to formal closure, more 
 inclined to ask questions that to provide answers, and ambivalent about 
 the pleasure it offers, (1994, 5) 
 
this attitude of delusion and allusion mixes well with the novels. There is a scene in 

Year, in which Ren, taken away from the Gardeners to live in a Compound, is 

offered a cup of Happicuppa coffee by Jimmy. In the entire Maddaddam trilogy, this 

coffee company is often referred to as a thoroughly irresponsible corporation, whose 

actions cause pollution, deforestation, extinction as well as various social problems. 

As an erstwhile Gardener, Ren is well aware of this:  

 The first time, I told [Jimmy] Happicuppa was the brew of evil so I 
 couldn’t drink it, and he laughed at me. The second time I made an 
 effort, and it tasted delicious, and soon I wasn’t thinking too much 
 about the evilness of it. (Y, 221) 
 
This example depicts the ability of consumerist allures to take the disguise of 

normality, but there is more to it than that. In Year, Toby remembers the publics’ 

feelings about the approaching ecological disaster: “Everybody knew. Nobody 

admitted knowing. If other people began to discuss it, you tuned them out, because 

what they were saying was both so obvious and so unthinkable” (Y, 239). The novel 

leaves Ren and Toby with their delusions, allows them to not know. In fact, the 

Waterless Flood is for the survivors an ultimate absolution: one scientist, Crake – the 

eventual Lamb of God – carries the blame of wiping out nearly the entire human 

race, and the practically inevitable threat of ecological disaster – to which also Ren 

and Toby contributed as consumers and citizens – never materializes.  

 In Super, the reader can detect a similar thematic. In his journal, Lenny 

confesses himself apathetic in face of social change after reading an announcement 

explaining the U.S.’s financial standing:  
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 I really needed to figure out what this LIBOR [i.e. London Interbank 
 Offered Rate] thing was and why it was falling by fifty-seven basis 
 points. But, honestly, how little I cared about all these difficult 
 economic details! How desperately I wanted to forsake these facts, to 
 open a smelly old book or to go down on a pretty young girl instead. 
 (S, 81) 
 

A few pages later, he writes: “real estate in the rest of Manhattan was still grossly 

unaffordable, despite the last dollar devaluation (or perhaps because of it; I can never 

figure out how currency works)” (S, 103). Economic authorities clearly have a 

growing impact on Lenny’s life, who, in contrast, knows less and less (and also does 

not care to know) of how their mechanisms of power work. Lenny is undoubtedly 

struggling to find sense in the new order, but at the same time, he is exceedingly 

passive in his resistance – his efforts, if he manages to make any, mostly directed at 

striving towards his own immortality and keeping Eunice content.  

 Ren’s change of tune with regard to HappiCuppa – or, for that matter, 

Eunice’s and her peers willingness to be rated in “FUCKABILITY” and to wear see-

through jeans – could well testify to the corporatocratic hegemony’s ability to dictate 

cultural norms. However, at least in Toby and Lenny’s case, this is not the whole 

truth – they both have all the information available to evaluate the society they 

inhabit to form decisions, but they actively choose not to know, to “tune out”. 

Corporatocracy does not feed them disinformation, nor does it manipulate them 

through media and advertising – rather, Lenny in particular actively gives away his 

right to an opinion.  

 Mae does the same in Circle. As I already pointed out in this thesis, the 

Circle’s paradigm is a belief that once everything in the world is known to everyone, 

utopia is achieved (see chapter 2.1 of this thesis. Baudrillard (1983/2008) would not 

be convinced, as for him “useless gluttony of information (--) claims to enlighten 

when it only encumbers space and cancels itself out in silent equivalence” (118). 

Mae, suffering from recurring panic attacks, hardly seems empowered by the 

uninterrupted flow of information herself:  

 [T]he volume of information, of data, of judgements, of measurements, 
 was too much, and there were too many people, and too many desires 
 of too many people, and too many opinions of too many people, and 
 too much pain from too many people, and having all of it constantly 
 collated, collected, added and aggregated (--) – it was too much.  
 (C, 410) 
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The novel illustrates that the availability of information alone does not create 

informed citizens.  

 Circle further underlines this paradox by contrasting social awareness 

for influencing. On social media, Mae is frequently asked to sign various petitions 

and share links to social or environmental causes. She, for instance, sends a “smile” 

(equivalent to “liking” on Facebook) to a victim of multiple rape by a Guatemalan 

paramilitary group, and a “frown” to the group. After this, she rejoices in “knowing 

that [--] untold SeeChange watchers were seeing her doing it. It gave her layers of 

self-awareness and a distinct sense of the power she could wield in her position” (C, 

243). Mae also takes part in a fundraiser that “was able to amass 2.3 million smiles” 

for a school in Pakistan (C, 332) and signs a petition to “raise awareness of the plight 

of bison” (C, 373). Though Mae herself is convinced she is making a difference, the 

implied author clearly messages the reader that the power Mae feels she has is all but 

spurious – she “amasses likes” and sends frowns that have little concrete effect, 

while handing over most of her real powers of influencing to a private organization.  

 Baudrillard says “the masses have no opinions, nor does information 

inform them: one and the other continue monstrously to feed each other the speed of 

the rotation of information increasing the weight of the masses, but not at all their 

level of consciousness” (1983/2008, 119). Such is very much the case with Mae’s 

social work. Mercer finally explains the logic of this mock-democracy in a letter to 

Mae:  

 You and your ilk will live, willingly, joyfully, under constant 
 surveillance,  watching each other always, commenting on each other, 
 voting and liking and disliking each other, smiling and frowning, and 
 otherwise doing nothing much else. (C, 367)  
 
The protagonists of these three novels  are not the struggling martyrs or identifiable 

victims of corporate hegemony (see also chapter 3.2 of this thesis). Nor are they 

mere subjects of corporate manipulation or poor misguided souls drowning under 

surges upon surges of governmental, propagandist misinformation. Rather, they 

willingly create, rebuild, and participate in their surrounding society, actively choose 

to hand out their rights as citizens and delegate their power directly to corporate 

actors.  

 For Baudrillard (1983/2007), the masses are not alienated by the media, 

as the tradition of Enlightenment suggests – the media arise from the masses’ refusal 
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of power and the delegation of power and responsibility to, for instance, political and 

technological systems. Baudrillard addresses this refusal ultimately not as an outright 

critic, as for him, this is not a sign of passivity nor stupidity, but a sovereign 

delegation of choice to someone else. The elite makes choices for people, true, but 

they all work “by proxy” and take on “this tedious business of power and will, to 

relieve the masses of this transendence for their greater pleasures” (127). This 

unwillingness to be informed, however, does guide consumption: 

 Not only people surely do not want to be told what they want, but they 
 don’t even want to know it, and it’s not even certain that they want to 
 want. Faced  with such a solicitation, it is their evil genie that whispers 
 into their ear to leave it to the advertising and information systems to 
 ‘persuade’ them, to make a choice for them (--). (Baudrillard 
 1983/2008, 126–7) 
 
Corporatocracy, then, is not built by advertising that lures people into a false 

consciousness, but rather, stems from fact that people actively choose to relocate 

their power of decision-making to the hands of others. For Baudrillard, “the masses 

know that they know nothing and they have no desire to know” (1983/2007, 128). 

 In chapter 6, I already demonstrated the novels’ challenge to false 

nostalgia when it comes to the sexualisation of the female body and criticism of the 

godlessness of the times they depict. The same questioning, even provocative 

attitude reigns in the novels towards the notion of autonomy as something 

individuals have lost to corporatocracy. From this perspective, publics have never 

desired freedom of choice, have never been oppressed, have never existed as a pure 

social collective – indeed, Baudrillard hypothesizes, our current societies proof that 

“the social” never existed:  

 “Publicity, abstract, abject circulation of Eurodollards, stock prices, 
 immorality of fashion cycles, useless technologies of prestige, electoral 
 parades, arms escalation, all this is not only the historical sign of the 
 domination of capital, but the most decisive proof that no social project 
 worthy of the name ever really existed (1983/2007, 102). 
 
This, in my reading, is the essence of the provocative, questioning satire of the 

novels Griffin (1994) and Weisenburger (1995) have outlined: even thought the 

novels criticize – as they must do both as satires and as dystopias – certain 

developments in the contemporary societies, they have the ability as works of fiction 

to simultaneously ask whether it is indeed the time we live in that produces these 

maladies, or whether they are, in fact, always been a part of human society. Through 
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extending their criticism to all their characters, including their protagonists, the 

novels encourage the reader to critically asses her own behaviour and its effects to 

society. The novels’ views perhaps are not as nihilistic as Baudrillard’s.26 Yet, the 

novels do pose an important question: is our conception of a natural human essence 

actually based on similar power structures that only take on different forms 

throughout time? Does corporatocracy threaten our essence – or stem from that 

essence? 

7 Conclusion 

!
The rudimentary idea that underlines this thesis is the notion that the three novels, 

though all in definitely owning to classics like Brave New World, Nineteen Eighty-

Four, and We, differ from classical dystopian fiction. In fact, their depictions are 

fundamentally reverse to how Erika Gottlieb, among others, regards these classics as 

well as later dystopian narratives. For all three canonized dystopian authors, the 

tyrant is political: a party that has gained unlimited power and comes to dominate, 

first, mechanically, and eventually, psychologically. In Circle, Super and Year, the 

order is reverse: increased consumerism and new forms of mediatisation have slowly 

altered values and norms, allowing for the rise of private corporations to arenas of 

formerly public power. This development of a corporatocracy in the novels is linked 

to various harmful developments on society, individual and the environment in such 

a pervasive way that I have suggested approaching these novels as corporatocratic 

dystopias. 

 The social reality all these novels depict is, or is on the verge of 

becoming, a totalitarian corporatocracy. In the depiction of the undemocratic, even 

tyrannical social developments that take place in their fictional societies, the novels 

bare many resemblances to the predecessors of the genre. In Circle, a social media 

conglomerate called the Circle generates technological innovations at a breathtaking 

speed, all of which are shown to increase surveillance of individuals. In Super, the 

development has gone further, and corporations already have power to limit the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Nor is Baudrillard himself – in fact he presents several hypotheses of the reality and history of the 
social. These hypotheses are thoroughly discussed for instance by William Bogart in “Closing Down 
the Social: Baudrillard’s Challenge to Contemporary Sociology.” Sociological theory, Spring 1990, 
Vol. 8 Issue 1. 
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rights of those individuals who are not necessary for the corporate elite. In Year, 

society is a pure corporatocracy, and the corporations even have their own private 

policing force to take care of the implementation of their interests in all areas of 

public and private life. In fact, the novels appear to depict the same phenomenon in 

different stages: Atwood’s society is the most distinct from the reader’s own, 

Shteyngart’s scenario comes slightly closer, and Egger’s work appears very timely.  

 Each novel also takes use of classic satirical tropes, exaggerating 

developments already present in the reader’s contemporary society and underlining 

their harmful effects. In this thesis, however, I have argued that the analysis of 

satirical elements is not in all cases unambiguous. Year’s and Super’s use of multiple 

narrators allows for various perspectives to emerge to complement and contest each 

other, and even in the case of Circle, the most unambiguous satire of the bunch, the 

identification of a single satirical purpose or target is not always straightforward. The 

approach to satire as provocation, display and play, suggested by Griffin, means that 

the implied author is allowed to criticize and ask questions without providing clear-

cut answers. The implied author can be seen as more of a commentator and the 

readers’ equal than a moral lecturer, a voice that asks questions and provokes rather 

than preaches and points out failures or has particular “targets” (Griffin 1994, 60).  

 This does not mean that the reader should treat all messages and 

aspects of the texts as equal. Similarly to Kivistö, I acknowledge the importance of 

questioning traditional notions of the morality and conservativity of satire, yet 

maintain that we should not entirely strip satire of its “weapons of morality” (Kivistö 

2007, 14). Figuring out these weapons of morality, as well as their implications, was 

the endeavour of this thesis. My argument is that the “dystopian warning” that all 

three novels convey relates to the corporatocratic logic of the novels – they wish to 

show how individuals are interpellated as subjects and supporters of corporatocratic 

tyranny in order to prevent such developments from taking place in reality.  

 In my reading of these three novels, a crucial aspect in the totalitarian, 

corporatocratic order is the building of a consensus: a hegemonic discourse that is 

not coerced upon individuals but negotiated, formed and maintained by individuals 

is an effective tool in the interpellation of citizens as subjects. The site in which 

hegemony is negotiated, according to Gramsci, is civil society: the publishing 

industry, educational institutions, associations, clubs, religious organizations and so 

on (Buttgieg 1995, 26). What is more crucial for corporatocracy in these three novels 
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is the propagation of the joys of consumerism and maintain consumer hegemony on 

the macro level, where the discourse operates on notions of social acceptance and 

status, and even on a sense of belonging, or of finding meaning and order and a place 

in history. Together, these factors create a hegemonous discourse that fuels a 

dystopian society determined by consumption, lead by corporations instead of 

democratically elected leaders.  

 This means that every one in the fictional society portrayed in these 

corporatocratic dystopias is contributing to the building of a consumerist discourse. 

Rumbo suggests that as consumption envelops the public space through sites of 

consumption, and the discursive space through mass media, the cultural logic of 

consumption becomes an integrated part of everyday life (2002, 128). In short, 

individuals become to understand all aspects of human existence through the lenses 

of commodity logic and advertising messages. This means, for instance, that the 

body is given significations that relate to the buying and selling of goods: they are 

tradable goods, bearers of social value, fetishes and improvement projects – and 

even surrogates for the soul. Furthermore, many theorists have come to the 

conclusion that in a commodified, consumerist discourse there is not much room for 

friendship or love, and such a situation seems to prevail in all three novels: 

relationship between individuals seem at best artificial, phony and cold, and, at 

worst, essentially self-serving and destructive. Corporatocracy is further seen to 

threaten something has been considered natural for human beings. 

 On the other hand, the novels, employing a discursive, questioning 

satirical attitude, also challenge false nostalgia towards and idealized past, 

suggesting that the developments we see in a corporatocratic dystopia – from the 

fethisization of the female body to hankerings towards immortality – are impulses 

that have not been born out of corporatocracy, but out of the individuals themselves.  

 This is the realm in which a broader understanding of satire becomes 

useful, for it allows for understanding an essential ambivalence in the protagonists’ 

attitudes towards the totalitarian rule. Though the novels depict ultimate 

corporatocracy, patriarchy and alienation, they discourage notions of an unsullied 

human essence that can be corrupt by corporatocratic propaganda. Rather, the novels 

urge readers to accept an elementary ambivalence, to understand that corporatocracy 

rises from a foundation that has its roots deep in the history of humanity. The 

protagonists are also not solely deprived of citizenship and information; they actively 
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choose to delegate their power and “have no desire to know”. By revealing to the 

readers the essential ambivalence of all of their characters, the implied authors of 

these novels encourage the readers to take on the dystopian warning and critically 

scrutinize not only their own society, but also their own behaviour, attitudes and 

ideologies.  

 My interest in these three novels was awoken by their remarkable 

resemblance, as well as my hypothesis that their publication within four years from 

one another and from the global economic crises is not coincidental. At the 

conclusion of my study, I am even more convinced that there is much more to be 

discussed in the realm of contemporary dystopia, and that in such a further study, the 

concept of corporatocratic dystopia and it’s characteristics I have presented in this 

thesis can prove useful.!!
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